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The purpose of this paper is to gelleralize the Atiyah-Patodi-Sillger index theorelll (01'
APS theorenl for briefness) [APS] to conlpact lnanifolds with corners of codinlensioll two.
To explain this in luore detail, we first recall the results of [APS].

Let X be an even-dilllensional cOlnpact oriented lnanifold with Sl1100th boundary M
anel asslillle that X ·is enelowed with a l1lctric which is 30 product near the bounelary. Let
E --7 X be a Clifford bundle over X. We also assuille that tbc metric anel the connection of
E are products near the bounclary. Let D+ : C 00(X, E+) --7 C 00 (X, E -) be the associateel
chiral Dirac operator. Thell near the bounelary, D+ takes the fOrIn

(0.1)

where f clenotes Clifford multiplication by the inward unit nOrInal vector fielel, 1L is the
inward unit nornlal coordinate aJlel A is a Dirac operator on M. Let P be the nonnegative
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spectral projection of A and denote by Coo(X, E+; P) the space of sluooth sections of E+
satisfying the boundary conditions

(0.2)

Then D+ : Coo(X, E+; P) ~ Coo(X, E-) is a Freelholm operator and its index is given by

(0.3) Ind D+ = r WD - ~ (11(A) + dilU ker A),Jx 2

where WD is the Atiyah-Singer index density of D+, anel 71(A) is the eta invariant of the
self-adjoint operator A. Recall that thc eta invariant is defined by the eta flillction

(0.4) " signA
11A(S) = Lt W'

'\#0

Re(s) > diln M,

where A runs over the nonzero eigenvalues of A. The series is absolutely cOllvergent in
the half-plane Re(s) > dilu M anel has a lueronlorphic continuation to C with no pole at
s = O. Then the eta invariant t](A) is defined as 11A(0).

In the sequel, the APS theorelu has been rederived by luauy different approaches.
First, Cheeger [Cl], [C2] gave a new proof of the APS theorelu for the signature operator
using analysis on spaces with conical singularities. If one attaches a cone C(M) to the
bounclary !vI of X, then X U C(M) becomes aspace with a conical singularity. The
boundary conclitions (0.2) are now replaced by the L 2-conditions in the cOlnpleluent of
the cone tip and the· COlllputation of the L2-index of the signature operator reproeluces
(0.3) in this case. In fact, as emphasized by Cheeger [Cl], this should not be considered
as arederivation of the APS theorelu, but rather as the natural signature fOrIllula for a
class of singular spaces. This approach was exteneled in [BC] to twisted Dirac operators.

In place of a cone one can also attach a half-cylinder to the boundary of X, endow
lR+ X M with certaill warped product Inetrics, and rederive the APS theorelll as L 2 _

index theorel11 for the corresponding Dirac operator on the enlarged lllanifold [Mii3], [M],
[Stl]. In particular, we 111ay consicler the luanifold X = X UM (IR+ X M) where the
cylinder is equipped with the proeluct luetric. Then X is a complete lllanifold, and it
was already observecl in [APS] that the index of the APS boundary value problenl and
the L2-index of the callonically extended Dirac operator Oll X are closely related. After
changing coordinates, we luay think of X as being the interior of a conlpact Inanifolcl with
boundary, endowed with a complete 111etric which sends the boundary to infinity. This is
the point of view adopted by Melrose in [M].

In the present paper we study siluilar index problenIs Oll manifolds with corners of
codiluension two. Here, we follow [M] anel definc a lllanifold with corners to be a topological
lllanifold X with boundary together with an elubedding t : X t.......+ X illto a closed Coo
Inanifold for which there exists a finite collection of functions Pi E Coo(X), i E I, such

that teX) = {x E X I Pi(X) 2:: 0, i E I1 and for each subset J C I, the dPi, i E J, are

linearly independent at each point x E X wherc a11 pi, i E J, vanish. It follows frolll this
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definition that the boundary of X is the union of embedded hypersurfaces Yi, i E I. Let
Y"it···ilo = Y"i 1 n ... n Y"i..." i j E I. Then we say that Yi1 ... ik is a corner of coditnension k.
vVe asslllne that X is endowed with a 11letric which is a product near all hypersurfaces
and also near all corners. This means that for any corner Y"it ... i k of codimension k, the
ll1etric is a product on a neighborhood of the fonn (-c, Ü]k X Yit ... ik' Let n+ be a Dirac
operator on X which is adopted to the product struct.ure near thc boundary. Then the
goal is to generalize the APS theorern to this case. There are several reasons to expect
that such an extension will be of interest. For cxample, by investigating index problems
on lnanifolds with Sll100th boundary one is led very nahtrally to new spectral invariants on
odd-dirl1ensionalruanifolds, narnely thc eta invariants. Therefore, the presence of corners
rnay lead to other new invariants attached to the corners. Furthennore, an index fonnula
is also elosely related with a gluing formula for eta invariants (see §8).

We don't know if there exists any genaralization of the APS boundary conditions to
the case of 11lanifolds with corners. However, as explained above, thc APS boundary condi
tions can be rcplaced by the L 2-conditions on the corresponding ruanifold with cylindrical
ends. This is the approach we are going to use for a ruanifold with corners X o. To get a
cornpletc lllanifold, we rnay either enlarge Xo by gluing successively cylinders to bounelary
conlponents or, we rnay endow Xo with a cOlnplete metric of the type used by Melrose [M].
Üne rnay even trunk of rnore general geometric structures at infinity so that, for exalnple,
locally syrllruetric lnanifolds of finite volume are ineluded nahlrally into the setting.

To work in the L 2-setting introduces new difficulties which are connected with the
presence of the continuous spectrum. But this should not be considered as being necessarily
a clisadvantagc, because the L2-approach also opens up new perspectives of the whole
subject. We have to study thc spectral theory of Dirac operators on such rnanifolds.
In particular, we have to investigatc the structure of the continuous spectrlllu of these
operators and to establish the link with scattering theory. There is a elose relation of these
problenls with both the analysis of the N-body problelll in quanhllll rnechanics ancl the
study of the spectral resolution of the Casirnir operator on locally syuunetric rnanifolels
of finite volurne [L]. This rnay be a lot ruore interesting than simply the derivation of an
index fonnula.

In the present paper we consider only rnanifolcls with corners of coelirnension :::; 2. The
reason for this assurnption is obvious because, in order to treat the continuous spectrunl
of Dirac operators on the corresponding c0111plete nlanifolds, we need to know as ruuch
as possible about thc spectral resolution of the induced Dirac operators on thc boundary
hypersurfaces. In the codiulension two case, thc bOllndary hyperslmaces are Inanifolds
with cylindrical ends for which the spectral theory is weH understood.

For sirnplicity, we assume that the bOllndary of our manifold with corners X o is the
union of exactly two hypersurfaces MI anel NI2 , intersecting in a elosed Inanifold Y which
is the corner in this case (see Fig.l). The extension of our results to several corners
of codinlension two is straightforward. We enlarge X o by gluing first half-cylillders to
the boundary conlponents Mi anel then fiHing in (IR.+)2 x Y (see Fig.2). In this way,
we construct a cOluplete rnanifold X which is canonicaHy associated with X o. Let Zi =
Mi Uy (IR.+ x Y), i = 1,2, be the luanifolds obtained froln Mi by attaching half-cylinders
to their boundary Y. Then Zi are manifolds with cylindrical ends which rnay be regardecl
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as the COnlponents of the ideal boundary of X. Note that X is the union of IR+ x Zl,
IR+ X Z2 anel X o.

In §2 we study Dirac operators D : COO(X, E) ~ COO(X, E) on X. We assulue that D
is adopted to the product structure of X near infinity, that is, we aSSUlne that on IR+ X Zi,
D takes the form

(0.5)

and on (IR+? X Y, it can be written as

a a
D = {I - + ,2 - + Dy,

aUl aU2

where condi tions (2.1) - (2.4) are satisfies. One of our luain result s in this section is that
the space of L2 solutions of D is finite-dilnensional. Hence, if X is even-dilnensional, the
chiral Dirac operator D+ : COO(X, E+) ~ COO(X, E-) has a well-defil1ed L2 index

In §3 we study the space 'H(2)(X) of L 2 hannonic forms on X. The luain result

is Proposition 3.13 which states that the canonical luap 'H(2 )(X) -t H*(X) induces an
isoluorphism

(0.6) j : 'H(2) (X)~ I1u(H;(X) -t H*(X)),

where H~(X) denotes the de RhaIn cohonl010gy with cOlllpact supports. Suppose that
diInXo = 4k and let Sign(Xo) be the signature of thc C0111pact lnanifold with boundary
X o. As a consequence of (0.6) we get that the L 2 index of the signature operator on
X equals Sign(Xo), which should be expected to hold for the right choice of boundary
conditions.

Let ~ = D 2 . In §4, we study the heat equation for ~ and we construct a paralnetrix
for the fundarnental solution of alßt +~.

For the derivation of the index fonllula we need to describe the continuous spectrum of
~ near zero. In §5 we study the resolvent (~ _..\2 )-1, Itu(..\) > O. If the Dirac operator Dy
on the corner is invertible, then we prove that (~ - A2)-1, regarclecl as operator in certain
weighted L 2 spaces, has an analytic continuation to a neighborhood of O. We believe that
the condition ker Dy = 0 can be rmuoved. Then, however, (~ - A2)-1 does not extend
analytically to a slnall disc around A = 0, but rather to the logarithnlic covering of such
a disco The investigation of the analytic continuation of the resolvent in general requires
a luore thorough study of the continuous spectnllu, which we postpone to a forthcolnillg
paper.

Let Ai: COO(Zi,Elz) ~ COO(Zi,Elz) be the Dirac operator defined by (0.5) and

let Ai be its llnique self-adjoint extension in L2 • Using the analytic continuation of the
resolvent to a neighborhood of the origin, we construct in §6 generalized eigensections
Ei( 1J, .-\), lIn(A) > 0, of ~ which are attached to cf> Ekel' Ai, i = 1,2. If ker Dy = 0,
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then the generalized eigensections Ei( 4>,"\) can be extended to merolllorphic fllnctions of
,.\ for 1,.\1 < c. We establish antunbel' of properties, including the functional equations,
satisfied by the generalized eigenseetions. The eontinuous spectrtuu of ~ near zero ean
be eOlllpletely deseribed in tenns of the generalized eigenseetions E i(4J, ,.\), 4J E ker Ai,
i = 1,2.

Then in §7, we prove our index fonnula. Dur approach is based on the loeal version
of the McKean-Singer forulula. Let dilUX = 2k and let T : E -t E be thc canonical
involution of the Clifford bunelle. Then we have TD = -DT. Let e- tD2 (x,y) be the kernel
of the heat operator e-tD'l. Then the loeal MeI(ean-Singer fonnula states that

(0.7) a ( tD'l ( ) .ßt t r T e- x, x) = cllV VD,

where VD is the vector field on X whieh is given loeal~y, with respeet to an orthonorulal
nloving fralne {e i } ?= l' by

For a closed lnanifold, (0.7) implies the usual statelnent that the supertraee Tr(Te-tD'l)

is independent of t alld equals lnd D+. Since our lllanifold is noncolupact, we exhallst it
by coulpact sublnanifolds XT, T 2:: 0, with piecewise Slllooth bounelary. For T 2. 0, let
ZilT = Mi Uy ([0, T] X Y). Then the bounclary of Xr is the union of Zl,r anel Zz,r, which
intersect in {T} x Y ~ Y. Using (0.7) together with the loeal index theorelll for Dirac
operators [Gi], we get

(0.8) LZ-Ind D+ = [x WD + liln ! [00 [ tr(en . T De-tD'l (x, x)) dx dt,
J) T-oo 2 10 JaxT

where WD is the Atiyall-Singer index density of D+ anel en is the outwarcl unit nonnal
vector field to the boundary. To COlllpute the lilnit on the right hallel siele of (0.8), we split

the t-integral as IovT + I:; and study the corresponding double integrals separately. The

lill1it of the first double integral, where t runs from 0 to ..;T, ean be describecl in tenns of
eta invariants. Since T D = -DT, it follows frolll (0.5) that the involution T COll1lllutes with
Aj, y' = 1,2. Let At be the restriction of Aj to LZ(Zi, E+lz)' Then the eta invariant

11( A j) of A j is defineel by

(0.9)

t(A+)2 t(A+)2
w here e- j ( x, y) clenotes the kernel of e- j . The absolute convergenee of (0.9) is
proved in [Mii1] . Using the result s of [Mii1], it follows that as T -t 00, the first clouble
integral eonverges to 1/2 (1](Ai) + 17(At)) .
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Let R(T) be the remaining double integral, where t runs {roln VT to 00. The behaviour
as T -4 00, of R(T) is detennined by the continuous spectrUI11 of ~ near zero. If the
continuous spectrmn has a positive lower bOUlld, then R(T) decays exponentially as T -4

00. Our analysis of the contil1uous spectrulll shows that this case occurs if and only if
ker Dy = °and ker Aj = 0, j = 1,2. We asslllue only that ker Dy = 0, which lnay be
regarded as intermediate case. Then the generalized eigensections Ei(1>, A), 1> E ker Ai,
detenuine scattering lnatrices Ci(A) : ker Ai -4 ker Ai which are lneromorphic functions
on a disc lAI< c and satisfy the functional equations Ci(A)Ci(-A) =Id, lAI< c, i = 1,2.
In particular, Ci(A) is regular at A = 0 anel Ci (0)2 =Id. The canonical involution T of E
induces an involution of ker Ai, which we also denote by T. The scattering lllatrix Ci(A)
COllllnutes with T. Let ct (A) be the restri ction of Ci(A) to the +l-eigenspace of T. Then
it follows that as T -4 00, R(T) converges to -1/2Tr(ct(O)) - 1/2Tr(C1(0)), and our
final index fornlula can now be stated as follows:

Theorem 0.1. Let X o be an even-dimellsional RielllaJlllian l1lftllifold witll a corner of
codiInensioll two sudl tbat tlle bounclary of X o is tlle union of two cOlnponents M 1 aJlel
M 2 , intersecting in a c10sed lllanifold Y. Let X be tbe associateel conlplete Inanifold
constructed above witb ideal boundary cOlnponents Zi = Mi Uy (lR.+ x Y), i = 1,2. Let
D+ : COO(X, E+) -4 COO(X, E-) be a cbiral Dirac operator on X aJld assunle that on
lR.+ X Zi, D+ takes tlle fOrIn

where ,i denotes Clifford 111ultiplication by the illward lUli t nOT1nal vector field allel At is
a Dirac operator on Zi. Suppose that the corresponding Dirac operator Dy on tlle corner
Y is invertible. Then we bave

where t](At) is tbe eta invariaJlt, denned by (0.9), of tlle unique self-adjoillt extension At
of At in L2 , alld Ct(A) : ker At -4 ker At, lAI< c, is tbe scattering matrix associated
with At.

This index fonnula can be rewritten such that the fight hand siele involves only tenns
which are defined on X o. First observe that near the boundary of M j , At takes the form

where B j is SOlue Dirac operator on Y anel a j elenotes Clifford lllultiplication by the outward
unit nonnal vector field. Let Pj be the negative spectral projection for B j. Using Pj , we
ilnpose APS boundary conditions for At at aMj = Y. Since ker D y = ker B j = 0, we get

a self-adjoint extension (Aj)pj' In [Mül] we proved that (Aj)pj has pure point spectrlllU
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and the eta invariant 1](Aj ,Pj) of (At) Pj can be defined by analytic continuation of a
series which is 8nalogous to (0.4). Moreover, by Theorelll 0.1 of [Müll, we have

Let ht be the dimension of the subspace of ker At consisting of all lilniting values of
extended L 2 solutions of D± (see end of §7 for the definition). Then we have

Tr(ct(O)) = hj - hj and dinl ker At = hj + hj.

In general, the L 2 index is not stahle under cOlllpactly supported perturbations. However,
as the index fonllula shows, L 2 -IndD+ - h1- h"2 is stable under perturbations supported
on a cOlupact subset of X. This suggests to define

(0.11)

If the boundary of X o is slnooth, it is proved in Corollary 3.13 of [APS] that (0.10) equals
the index of the APS boundary value probleIn. This index can also be interpreted as
Fredhohu index in weighted Sobolev spaces [M]. Therefore we think that lnd D+, as defined
above, has a siInilar interpretation whieh justifies the notation. Now we ean refonuulate
Theorem 0.1 as follows:

TheorelTI 0.2. Let tlle assumptions be the Salne 83 in Theorem 0.1. Suppose that near
t11e boundary oE Mi, At 1183 tl1e fOrIn

where Bi is a Dirae operator on Y al]d (Ti denotes Clifford multiplication by tlle outward
unit llonnal veetor neld. Let Pi be the negative spectral projection with respect to Bi.
Then we have

w}] ere lnd D+ is denned by (0.11), W D is tll e A tiyal]-Singer index clensity for D+ and
17(Aj, Pj) is the eta invariallt of tbe self-adjoint extension (Aj)pj of At lMj witl1 rcspect

to the APS boundary conditions defined by Pj.

The eliuunation of the condition ker Dy = 0 rcquires a bettel' llnderstanding of thc
continuous spectrunl of ß. There will be no significant change of the index fonuula.
Again, the contribution of the continuous spectrunl in the index fornnlla will be given
as eOlubination of traces of scattering ulatrices at energy zero. This will be discussed
elsewhere.
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In §8 we use thc index theorenl to derive a splitting fonDula for eta invariants. A
rlluuber of authors [Eu], [DF], [MM], [Wo] have proved splitting fonuulas ruod Z. We
identify explicitly the integer part as corubination of indices of certain Dirac operators.

Finally, in §9 we discuss as an eXaIuple the case where X is the product of two even
dirnensionallnanifolds with cylindrical ends, say Xl and X 2 . We also assurlle that the
Clifford btmdle is the exterior tensor product of Clifford bundles over Xi. Then the L 2

index of the corresponding Dirac operator D+ is the product of the L 2 indices of the
Dirac operators Dt on Xi. Using the index fonnula for Dirac operators on l11anifolds with
cylindrical ellds, we get a formula for L 2-Ind(D+). We COlllpare this fonnula with the
answer given by Theorem 0.1. The boundary tenn in this index formula displays a natural
clecoruposition where each ternl is associated with a particular straturn of the boundary
at infinity. In the present case, the corner Y is the product of two odd-dilllensional closed
Riernannian rnanifolds. The tenn which seerllS to be nattlrally attachecl to the corner is
the procluct of the eta-invariants of thc induced Dirac operators on Yi . At the end we
briefly discuss a possible approach to obtain such a decornposition in general.
Acknowledgment Part of this work was done cluring the mühors stay at the Max-Planck
Institut für Mathematik in Bonn. The author thaIlks the MPI for financial support anel
hospi tali ty.
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1. Manifolds with corners of codimension two

To sitnplify notation, we shall only consider the siluplest case of a single corner of coelirnen
sion two. The extension of our results to lnanifolels with several corners of codilnension
two is straightforwarel.

Let M be a closed oriented (n - 1)-dirnensional Coo llieluannian luanifold and let
Y C M be a closeel orientecl sublnanifold of codimensioll 1 which separates M in two
subruanifolds, say MI anel Mz. We also assurue that, near Y, M is isoluetric to the product
(-c, c) x Y, c > O. Let X o be a compact orientecl n-diruensionalllieulannian rnanifolcl
with boundary M. We assurue that the ruetric on X o has the following properties:

(1) In a neighborhooel (- c, 0JX Mi of the boundary conlponent Mi, i = 1, 2, X 0 is isolnetric
to the product rnetric on (-c, 0] X Mi.

(2) In a neighborhood of the corner Y, Xo is isoruetric to (-c, 0]2 X Y, equipped with the
product luetric.
V\Te sha11 call X o a manifold with a corner at Y. More generally, we ruay consicler a

corupact oriented llieruannian ruanifold X which has k boundary cornponents Yi, and near
each boundary coruponent Yi, the ruetric has a procluct structure as described above.

Example 1. Let lvIi, i = 1,2, be two cornpact oriented llieluannian rnanifolds with Coo
boundary Bi. Suppose that in a neighborhood (-c, 0] X Bi of the boundary Bi, the rnetric
of Mi is isolnetric to the proeluct rnetric on this lleighborhoocl. Then X o = MI X Mz is a
rnanifold with a corner at Y = BI X B z.

y

FI G. 1. A 2-dimensional manifold with a corner at Y.

We associate with X o a noncorupact cOlllplete Rieulannian lllanifold X as follows. Let

(1.1 ) Zi = Mi Uy (lR+ X Y), i = 1,2,

where the bottorn {O} X Y of the half-cylinder is identified with aMi = Y. Then Zi is a
rnanifold with a cylinclrical end. Furthennore, let

(1.2)
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Observe that W i is a n-diulensionallnallifolcl with boundary Zi. Set

(1.3)

where {O} x Zi is identified with the boundary Zi of vVi, i = 1,2. We equip R+ X lvIi anel
R+ X Zi, i = 1,2, with the prodllct lnetric anel extenel in this way the lnetric ou X o to a
conlplete COO Rielnannian Inetric on X. We call X a complete manifold with a corner at
Y. If we unravel (1.1) anel (1.2), we get a further decolnposition of X as

(1.4)

where bouudaries are identifieel correspondingly. Sec Fig.2 for an illustration.

FIG.2. The complete manifold X

Exanlple 2. Let Z] anel Z2 be two Rielnannian luanifolels with cylindrical ends, that is,
Zi = Mi U (IR+ x Bi) where Mi is a cOlnpact Ricluannian 111anifold with bounelary Bi.
Then X = Z] X Z2 is a complete 111al1ifold with a corner at B] X B 2.

There exists a distinguisheel exhaustion of X by cOlupact subnlanifolds X r , T 2:: 0, which
we shall now describe. Let T 2:: °be given and set

(1.5) Zi,T = Mi Uy ({a, T) x Y), i = 1,2.

Here it is understooel that {a} x Y is identified with aMi. Then Zi,r, T 2:: 0, is a fatuily
of COIUpact luanifolds wi th boundary which exhaust Z i. Next we at t ach the finite cylinder
[0, T] X M] to Xo by identifying M] C axo and {O} X M] in the obvious way. The resulting
lllatüfold VV2,T = X oUM1 ([0, Tl X MI) is a Inanifold with a corner. Note that the bounelary
of W2,T is the union of M] ancl Z2,T. Now we glue the finite cylinder [0, Tl x Z2,T to W2,T
where {O} X Z2,T gets identified with the corresponding piece Z2,T of thc boundary of
W2,T. The resulting lnanifold is callecl XT, that is,

(1.6) XT = W2, T UZ2,T ([0, T] X Z2,T), T 2:: o.

The lnanifolel X T is again a lllatüfolel with a corner at Y. Moreover, the boundary is given
by

10



(1. 7)

We mayaiso construct X T by a different gluing process, nalnely

(1.8) Xr = X o U ([0, T] X M1 ) U ([0, T] x Mz) U ([0, T]Z X Y),

where boundaries are identified correspondingly (see Fig. 3).

[O,T] x M] [O,T]2 xY

Xo

[O,T] x M2

FIG. 3. The extended manifold XT.

2. Dirac operators on complete manifolds with corners

Let X be as abovc and let E ---+ X be a Clifford bunelle over X (cf. [GLD. Let D :
CCO(X, E) ---+ COO(X, E) be the (generalized) Dirac operator associated with E. V\Te asslnne
that the Hennitian Iuetric and the connection 'V E of the Clifford bunelle E are cOlnpatible

with the product structure of X. Let RE be the curvature tensor of E. Then I('V E) kRE (x)1
is unifonnly bounded on X for all k E N. Furthennare, D has thc following properties:

(i) There exist Clifford bundles Ei over Zi such that EI IR+ x Zj is the puli-back of Ei

anel on IR+ X Zi, we have

(2.1)

where Ai is the Dirac operator of Ei anel li elenotes Clifford n1ultiplication by the
outwarel unit nOITnal vector fielel. The li satisfy the following relation

(2.2)
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(ii) There exists a Clifford bundle 5 over Y such that EI(R+)2 x y is the pull-back of 5,

and on (R+)2 X Y we have

(2.3)
ß 8

D=/l- + /2- + Dy
8Ul ßU 2

where Dy is the Dirac operator of 5 and /1, /2 are Clifford lnultiplications by the
outward unit nonllal vector fields. In addition to (2.2), the following relations hold

(2.4) /1/2 + /2/1 = 0, /iDy = -DY/i, i = 1,2.

We shall now describe SOllle of the basic properties of D. Since X is a complete
Rieillannian lnanifold , it follows fronl Theorenl 1.17 of [GL] that D : C~(E) --7 L2 (E) is
essentially self-adjoint. For i.p E C~(E), set

(2.5)
k

11 i.p Ili= 2: 11 \li i.p IIi2
j=O

and denote by Hk(E) the conlpletion of C~(E) in this nonu. The Sobolev space Hk(E)
coincides with the space of all i.p E L 2 (E) such that the distributional iIllage Vli.p is also
in L 2 (E) for all 1 ::; k. The connection \l gives rise to an elliptic second order differen
tial operator \7*\7 : COO(E) ---7 COO(E). Recall that the following Bochner-Weitzenböck
fonnula holds:

(2.6)

where REis defined by the curvature tensor of E. More precisely, if el, ... , Cu IS an
orthononnal basis of TxX, then

anel R~w is the curvature transformation of E. By our assUlllption Oll E, the curvature
tensor is uniformly bounded Oll X. Therefore, by (2.6) there exist constants Cl, C2 > 0
such that

for all 4> E H 1 (E). This implies that an equivalent nonn in H 1(E) is given by

111 cf> Illi=ll <P 11
2 + 11 D4> 11 2

.

A silnilar result holels for all Hk(E).
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Proposition 2.7. For each k E N, tbere exist Cl (k), C2 ( k) > 0 such tl]at

k

CI(k) 11 <f; II~:::; L 11 DJ<f; 11
2

:::; C2(k) 11 <f; II~
J=O

To prove Proposition 2.7 oue uses that the injectivity radius of X has a positive lower
bound and a11 covariant derivatives of the curvature tensor of E are tUliformly boundecl in
absolute value. Then the clailned inequalities fo11ow, as on a cOlllpact luanifold, from the
elliptic estimate for D.

In other words, an equivalent nonn in Hk(E) is given by

k

111 <P Illk= L 11 n'<f; 11
2

.

J=o

By the salue reason, it also follows that the Sobolev embedding theoreln holcls for X [Ei],
Corollary 1.14. Nalnely, we have

Proposition 2.8. For I > 11/2 + k, t11ere exists a continuous elnbedding H ' (X, E) -t

Ck(X, E), i.e., there exists C,lk > 0 sud] tllat 11 'P liek::; C',k 11 'P 11 HE for all 'P E H'(X, E).

Let V denote the unique self-adjoint extension of D in L 2 (E). We sha11 now investigate
the kerne} of V. Let 'P E L 2 (E) anel assurne that D'P = O. By e11iptic regularity, 'P is a
COO-section of E. Fnrthennore, Proposition 2.7 implies that

(2.9) \Jk<p E L2(E 0 (T* X)0 k
) anel 11 'P Ilk ::; C(k) 1I <p 110, k E N,

for sonle constant C( k) > 0 anel all <p E ker V.
Now consider the restrietion of <p to IR+ x Z1 C X. On this snblnanifold we have

where Al : 0 00(ZI , EI) -t Coo(Z1, EI) is a generalizeel Dirac operator on the lnanifolel Z 1•

Thus on lR.+ X Zl, we have

(2.10)

Next recall that the luanifold Zl, defined by (1.1), is a luanifold with a cylindrical end.
Moreover, the connection \lEt anel the Hernlitian lnetric of the Clifford bunelle EI are
compatible with the product structure of ZI on IR.+ X Y. Hence on IR.+ X Y, Al takes the
fonn

(2.11)
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where u E IR. +, 12 is Clifford multiplication by the outward uni t nonual vector field to Y
anel BI : COO(Y, S) ----t COO(Y, S) is a Dirac operator on Y.

Since Zl is conlplete, Al is essentially self-adjoint in L 2(Zl, EI) [GL]. Let Al be
the unique self-adjoint extension of Al. In §4 of [Müll, we have describeel the spectral
resolution of such operators. It follows that AI has only point spectrulll anel ahsolutely
continuous spectrulIl. The point spectrulll consists of a sequence of eigenvalues ... :S ).. j :S
)..j+1 :S ... of finite lllUltiplicity and the continuous spectrum has an explicit elescription
in tenns of generalizeel eigellsections.

Since for abnost a11 v 2: 0, <p(v,·) belongs to L 2(ZI,E1 ), we lllay expand<p(v,·)
in tenllS of the L 2-eigensections anel the generalized eigensections of Al. Let L~(El)

and L~(EI) denote the discrete anel continuous subspace of Al, respectively. Denote by
'Pd(V , ') (resp. 'Pc(v, .)) the orthogonal projection of cp(v,·) onto L~(EI) (resp. L~(Et}).

Let {If' j } j EZ be an orthononllal basis of L ~ (EI) consisting of eigensections of Al with
eigenvalues ... :S )..j :S )..j+l :S . ". Thell we have

CPd(V, z) = 2: aj(v) CPj(z)
J

anel the aj's satisfy

(:v + Aj )aj = O.

Thus (lj ( v) = Cje- >.. j v. Since <p d is square integrable, it follows that Cj = °for ).. j :S °and

(2.12) 'Pd(V,Z) = L cje- AjV If'j(Z).
Ai >0

Suppose that the elllUlleration of the eigellvalues of Al is chosen such that )..1 > °is the
sluallest positive eigenvalue. Let T 2: 1. Then we get

(2.13)

In the same way, we can derive a pointwise estilnate. By the Sobolev elubeelcling theorelll,
we have

for SOlne constant C > 0, independent of j. Furthenllore, we also have
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Henee jej I ::; vrr; 11 'P 11 and, for v ~ 1, we get

(2.14) l'Pd(v, z)1 :::; C L (1 + Aj)7l e->'j 11 11 'P 11:::; Cl e->'t 11/2 I1 'P 1I .

Aj >0

Now we shall investigate 'Pe' Let P+ be the positive speetral projeetion of the sclf
adjoint extension of the Dirae operator BI : COO(Y, S) ---4 COO(Y, S), defined by (2.11).
Furthernlore, let TI denote the orthogonal projection of L2 (Y, S) onto the +i-eigenspaee
of 11/2 : ker BI -t ker BI. Set II+ = P+ + ft. Let {<p j } j EN be an orthonornlal basis of
Ran(II+) eonsisting of eigensections of BI with corresponding eigenvalues 0 :::; I I I :::; J.L2 :::;

Let L: S be the Rielnann surfaee assoeiated with the functions VA ± II j, JEN, such

that VA ± J-lj has positive iInaginary part for Ilj sufficiently large. The R,ielnann surface
L:s is a rarnified double covering 7r S

: L:s ---4 ce of ce with ralnification loeus {±f.tj IJEN}.
To each 4>j there corresponds a generalized eigenseetion E ( 4>j, A) E C 00 ( Z 1 , EI) of D whieh
is a lueroillorphic function of A E L:" and whieh satisfies

(cf. [Gu]). The half-plane lIli( A) > 0 earl be ielentified wi th arl open subset F P 8 of L: S ,

the physical sheet, and eaeh seetion E( 4>;, A) is regular on BFP" "-I IR. Then 'Pe has an
exparlsion of the fonn

(2.15)

where

'Pc(V,z) = f{['O E(<pj,>',z)Ctj(v,>')drj(>')
J=1 Ji)

+ 1~ E(<pj, -A, z)ßj(v, >') drj{>')} ,

VA2 - fl]
dTj(A) = 27r A dA,

and C'ij,ßj E L2 (IR+ X [flj, 00); dv dTj). Convergence of (2.15) has t"o be understood in the
L 2 sense. By (2.10), it follows that CY j and ßj are snlooth functions of v whieh satisfy

Hence O'j(v, A) = aj(A)e->'v and ßj(v, A) = bj(A)e>'v. Sinee each ßj is square integrable, it
follows that bj =0 for all JEN, and (2.15) leads to

(2.16)
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Let T 2: 1. Then (2.16) inlplies

(2.17)

(2.18)

First, assulue that ker BI = O. Then !LI > 0 is the slnallest positive eigenvalue of BI and
by (2.17), we get

(C<) ( l4'c(v,z)1 2 dz dv ::; Ce-T
l'l II4'c 11 2

::; Ce- T
l'l I1 'P 11 2

,

lT lZl

where C > 0 is independent of 4'. Sinlilar estilllates hold for the restriction of'P to IR+ X Z2.

Let Dy be the Dirac operator defined by (2.3). Then we have BI = -12Dy. In
particular, ker Dy = ker BI. If we combine (2.13), (2.18) and the corresponding estiruates
with respect to Z2, we obtain

Proposition 2.19. Assulne that ker Dy = o. Let T 2: 1 and let XT be tlle l11anifold
defined by (1.6). Tllere exist constants C, c > 0 such tbat for 4' Ekel' TJ, we llave

Proposition 2.19 cOlllbined with (2.9) iInplies that ker V is finite-eliruensional.

We shall now reillove the assuillption ker Dy = O. For this purpose we introduce an
auxiliary differential operator L : COO(E) ---? COO(E ® T*X) as follows. Let w E A~ (X)
be a 1-fonn with conlpact snpport such that Iw(x )I = 1 for all x E X 0 . Since X 0 has a
nonernpty boundary, such a I-fornl always exists. Let 'ljJo E Cgc(XI ) and suppose that
'l/Jo(x) = 1 für x E X o. Furthennare, let 1f;i E COO(R), i = 1,2, be such that 'l/Ji(U) = 1 for
U 2: 1 anel 'l/Ji (u) = 0 for u ::; O. We regarcl 'ljJi as a SlllOOth function on IR+ X Zi in the
obvious way. Given 4' E COCJ(E), let 'Pi denote the restriction of 'P to IR.+ X Zi. Then we
set

(2.20)

By (2.9), L inchlces a bounded linear operator L : kerTJ ---? L2(E (9 T* X).

Lemlna 2.21. We 11ave ker L = {O}.

Proof. Let 'P E ker V anel suppüse that L'P = O. Then it follows froln (2.20) that

'Plxo = 0,
a
-'PI = 0 anel
Dv
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By (2.12) and (2.16), the sccond equality iInplies that rpl = O. In the sarnc way we get
rp2 = O. Hence rp = O. q. e. d.

Let T 2:: 1 andlet rp E ker V. By (2.20), we obtain

The integrals on the right hand siele can be estinlated in the salne way as above. Using
(2.12) and (2.16), it follows that the first integral is bounded by

where C, c > 0 are constants, independent of rp. A similar estiInate holds for the second
integral. Thus we have proved.

Lemnla 2.22. There exists a COllstant C > 0 sud] that for T 2:: 1 and rp Ekel' V, we 11ave

Corollary 2.23. ker V is finite-dimensional.

Proof. By Lemnla 2.21, it is sufficient to show that L(ker V) is finite-dimensional. Let

I : L(ker V) ---+ L 2 (E Q) T* X)

be the inclusion. For T 2:: 0 we denote by IT : L(kerV) ---+ L 2(E ® T* X) the cornposition
of the restriction of sections to X T and the canonical inclusion. By Lenuna 2.22, we have

(2.24)
c

11 I - Ir 11:s T' T 2:: 1.

Let Hl (XT, E 0 T* X) denote thc Sobolev Space of the restriction of E ® T* X to XT.
Since XT is C0111pact, the canonicalrnap
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is a COI1lpact operator. FurtherI1l0re, by (2.9) it follows that L(ker 'D) is contained in
H1(E0T*X) and

11 L<p 111::; c 11 L<p 110, <p E kerV,

for SOHle constant C > 0, independent of <p. By Rellich's cOlllpactness theoreln, Ir is
a compact operator anel hence, by (2.24), I is cOlllpact too. Therefore, ker D is finite
diluensional. q.e.d.

Next we shall estilnate the suprenlUlll nonn of any cp E ker D. As above, we consieler
the restriction of a given cp E kerD to IR.+ x Z1. By Proposition 2.8, we have

where Al is the Dirac operator considered abovc. Let v ~ 1. Eluploying (2.17), we get

11 (I + AtY'CPc(v) 11
2 = f L'o(1 + -\)2" laj(-\We- 2 ,1vdTj(-\)

j=l Ilj

::; Cl L e- l' jV Joo laj~W dTj(-\)
1J.j >0 JIj

+C2~ L [0 laj~W d-\
1J.j =0 0

::; C):. f [" LX) laj(-\We-2AVdTj(-\)dv
v j=1 0 JIj

1 2
= C4 - 11 cp 1I .

v

COll1bined with (2.14) we obtain

Lemnla 2.25. Tl1ere exists C > °such that for a11 v 2:: 1 and cp E ker D, tl1e following'
inequa1ity holds

C
SUP Icp(v, z)l::; r.;: 11 <p 11, i = 1,2.
ZEZi V V

H ker D y = 0, then we l1ave exponential decay.

Now suppose that 11, = 2k, k E N. Let T = i k
'l .. . '2Jc be the canonical involution of

the Clifford bundle E anel let

be the parallel orthogonal splitting of E into the ±l-eigenbundles of T. Since n is even, T

anticoI1ul1utes with D and we get a pair of elliptic first order operators
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called chiral Dirac operators. Let D± denote the closure of D± in L 2
• Then we have

By Corollary 2.24, ker D+ and ker D_ are finite-ditneusional. Therefore, we cau define the
L 2-index of D+ by

(2.26) L 2-Ind D+ = diln(ker D+) - dilll(ker D_).

Renlark. In general, D+ is not a Fredholm operator. We observe that D+ is Fredhohn
if and only if °is not in the continuous spectrunl of D_ D+ 01', what is the salne, if the
continuous spectnlln of D_ D+ has a positive lower bound. In this case, the L2-index of
D+ equals the index of the Fredhohu operator D+. This inlplies that the L 2 -index of D+
is stahle under conlpactly supporteel pertubations of D. If D+ is not Fredhohu, then the
L 2-index will be unstable in general. This Inakes it difficult to conlpute the inclex for these
cases.

3. L 2-harmonic forms and cohomology

Let A* (.Y) be the space of C 00-differential fonns on X. In this section we consider the
Gauß-Bonnet operator d + d* : A*(X) ---7 A*(X). This is a generalizecl Dirac operator on
X which obviously satisfies (2.1) - (2.4). Therefore, the results of the previous scctiou cau
be applied to this operator. Let .6. = (d + d*) 2 be the Laplace-Beltralni operator on fonns
aud let .6.p be the restrietion of .6. to the space AP(X) of Coo p-fonns. We shall denote

the self-adjoint extensions of d+d* allel .6. in L2 A*(X) by (1 + er and .6., respectively.
Let H(2)(X) denote the space of square integrable harlllonic fonns Oll X, that is,

(3.1) H(2) ( X) = {'P E A* (X) I .6. 'P = 0, 11 'P 11 < 00 }.

Correspondingly, H(2)(X) will denote the space of square integrable hannonic p-fonns on

X. Since X is conlplete, H(2) (X) equals the kernel of Cl + (1* (cf. [GL]). In other worels,

H(2)(X) = {<p E A*(X) I d<p = d*<p = 0, 11<pll < 00 } = ker Cd + '2*),

allel Corollary 2.23 iInplies

Proposition 3.2. Tbe space H(2)(X) is fillite-dilnellsiollal.

Let H(2)(X; C) be the L2-coholllology of X. Recall that H(2)(X; C) is the coholllology of

the L 2-cle Rhalll cOluplex consisting of all Ooo-fo1"1ns which together with their exterior
derivative are square integrable [Zu]. Then H(2)(X) equals H(2/Xj C) if allel only if the

essential spectnllu of .6.p has a positive lower boul1d. As we shall see in §6, this depends
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on the eoholllology of Y, MI anel M 2 . If the essential spectnull of ~p eontains zero, then
H(2) (X j C) is infinite-elinlcnsional.

Now we shall study the relation of H (2 )(X) with the de Rllalll eoholnology of X. Let

H*(X) be thc cle Rhaln eoholllology of X with eOll1plex eoeffieients anel let H~(X) be the
cle Rhaln eOhOlllology of X with eonlpaet supports allel eonlplex eoeffieients. Set

Ht(X) = l1u(H;(X) ~ H*(X)),

whcre " is the canoniealluap. As mentioned above, a hannonie L2-fonu 1> satisfies d1> = 0
ancl d*1> = O. In partieular, <p dcfines a eoholuology class [1>J in H*(X). 111 this way we
obtain a eanonieal map

For a general eOlnplete Illanifolel, this 111ap will neither be injective, nor surjective. In the
present case, however, we ean clescribe this IIlap c0l11pletely.

Lelnnla 3.3. The iInage of J is contained in Ht(X).

Proof. First observe that by the eonstruction of X, there is a eanonieal retraction X ~

Xo. Hence, Ht(X) ean be identified with the iIllage of H*(Xo,aXo) in H*(Xo) = H*(X).
Let c.p E He2) (X). In order to see that the eoholllology class [c.p] is eontainecl in Ht(X), it
is suffieient to show that

for all eycles 0' in axo = MI Uy M 2 • Using this decolllposition of the bOllndary, it follows
that H*(aXo) has a basis whieh ean be represented by eycles 0' of the following fonn:
There exist a eycle 0'0 in Y alld relative eycles O'j in (Mi, Y) such that

oai = 0'0, i = 1,2, and 0' = 0'1 Uno (-0'2)'

Note that 0'0 luay be zero. In this ease, O'i is a cycle in Mi anel 0' is the disjoint union of
0'1 and Q'2.

Let T ~ 0 anel let Zi,T be the manifold defined by (1.5). Then we clefine relative
cycles Cii,T in (Zi,r, aZi,Z) by

where we ielentify OO'i with {O} X Q'o. Set

O'T = O'l,T U (-Q'2,T).

Then O'T is a cycle in aXT = Zl,T U Z2,T. If we regarel Q' anel (YT as cycles in XT, then
the construction of CiT iInplies that Q' anel CiT are h0111ologous. Since cp is closed, it follows
that
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We shall now estilnate the integrals on the right hand siele. For this pllrpose we llse the
expansion of 'P on IR+ X Zi in terms of the eigensections of Ai, i = 1,2. It is sllffieient to
consider the integralover Q'1,T. We have to specialize the eigensection expansion (2.12)
anel (2.15) to the present ease. Let ßZ1 be the Laplaeian on A*(ZI) ancl let ßy be the
Laplacian on A*(Y). Note that

Therefore, to each eigenfonn rf; of ßy there eorresponel two generalizecl eigenfonns of ßz1 ;

nalnely E( </>, ).., z) auel E(du 1\ rf;, ).., z). Let i v : {v} X Zl C IR+ X Zl be the inclusion anel
let

'Pl(V) = i:('PIIR+ x Z])'

Let </>1, ... , <Pm be an orthononnal basis of 'H*(Y). Theu it follows froln the above relnarks
eOlnbined wi th (2.12) and (2.16) (speeialized to the present case), that

(3.4)

fJl {1°O
'1'1 (v, z) = ~ 0 aj(>.)e-AuE(<Pj, >., z) d>.

+ 1= bj(>.)e-AUE(du 1\ <Pi> >., z) d>'} + 'h (v, z),

where 'lj;1 satisfies

(3.5) sup 1'lj;1 (T, z) I::; Ce-eT,
ZEZI

with constants C, c > 0, independent of T. The integrals converge in the L2 sense. More
over, the functions aj(..\) and bj (..\) are square integrable with respect to the nleasure
).. -] d)... Fron1 (3.5) follows that

(3.6)

It remains to investigate the differential fonns definecl by the infinite integrals on the
right hand siele of (3.4). We consider the first type of integrals. Let </> E 'H*(Y) anel let
a E L 2 (]R+;)" -1 d)"). Put

(3.7) 1
1/.,fV

Wl(rf;,V)= 0 a()..)e->,vE(rf;,)")d..\

W2(rf;,V)= [00 a()..)e->,vE(</>,)")d)".
11/ ..;v

It is clear that Wt (</>, v) is a SlllOoth differential form. The convergence of the infinite
integral is understood in the L 2 sense. Therefore, it is not obvious that W2( </>, v) is a
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sluooth differential fonn. To verify Sllloothness, let v 2:: 1 and rn E N. By definition, we
have

11 (I + A1Y»W2(<P,v) 11 2 = {CO la(A)1 2 (1 + A)2m e-2>,vdA::;
J1/v'V

100 dA
< C e-v'V ]a(A)1 2 - < C' e-v'V.
- rn A - 7»

1/v'V

By the Sobolev elllbedding theorem, this illlplics that W2 (4), v) is a Slllooth fornl which
satisfies

(3.8) sup 1W2(4),V,Z) I::; Ce-v'V, v 2:: 1,
zEZI

for SOHle constant C > O. Put

W ( 1>, v) = W 1( 4>, v) +W2 (4>, v).

Dur goal is to estirnate J. w( <p, T) as T ---. 00. By (3.8), 1 W2( 1>, T) decays expo-
alT alT

nentially as T ~ 00. To de~l with wl(4),T), we observe that on'IR+ X Y, E(1J,A) has an
expansion of the fonn

E(1),A,(U,y)) =e-i>,urjJ(y) + ei>'U(C1(A)<p + du 1\ C2 (A)4»

(3.9) + L e-viJl.J->.2
u(T1,j( A)1J + du 1\ Tj,2(A)4»,

Jl.j;lO

where Ci (A) r/> E H* (Y) and Ti ,j ( A)1J is contained in the J-l j -eigenspace of ß y. The existence
of the expansion (3.9) follows froln (4.20) in [Mii1], specialized to the Laplace operator.
Let X be the characteristic function of IR+ x Y C Zl and set

It follows froln (3.9) that there exists c > 0 such that for A ::; E:, we have

IE(<p,A,(u,y))I::; Ce-cu, (u,y) E IR+ X Z1.

Put
(1/VT

wl(rJ;,T) = Ja a(A)e->'TE(1J,A)dA.

Let l/h < E:. Since CL E L 2 (IR+,A- 1 dA), we get

{ (l/VT
J".,T WI(</>, T) '5. C Jo la(A)le-

AT
dA

1
1 / VT 1/2

< C ( Ae-2>.TdA) < C T- 3/ 4 •_ 1 _ 2

o
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It reI1uuns to study the integral of the differential fornl

If we integrate this fonn over CYl,Y, we get

[/VT { (1, C2(>.)tjJ) a(>.)e-w 10
T

eiAu du } d>.

= i [/VT 1 - t T (1, C2(>.)tjJ) a(>.)e-w d>'.

By Schwarz's inequality, this integral can be estinlateel by

(
l/VT i.>.T 2 ) 1/2 ( l/VT ) 1/2 (l/VT )

C 10 11 - ~ 1 e-2AT d>. 10 la(>.W d: ~ Cl 10 la(>.W d: .

Since a(A) is square integrable with respect to the rneasure A-1 dA, the right hand siele
converges to zero as T -7 00. If we replace in (3.7) 1J by du 1\ 1J, we get the second type of
fonns which we have to consider. The investigation of these fonns integratecl over O'l,T is
c0I11pletely analogous to the previous case. The corresponcling integrals tend also to 0 as
T --t 00. Together with (3.4) and (3.6), we get

linl 1 c.p = O.
T-oo

Ol,T

The sarne holels for r c.p. Hence, r c.p = 0 for all cycles CY in axo. q.e.d.J 02,T J o

By Lernrna 3.3., j induces a rnap

(3.10)

Now suppose that [4>] E Ht(X) is represented by a closed Coo form 1; with C0I11pact support.
In particular, 1> is square integrable. Therefore, by a theorern of de Rllarn-I(adaira [Rll, p.
169], we have

where 'lj; E L2, d'lj; = d*'lj; = 0 and () is a current. Since H*(X) can be cornputeel frorn the
c0111plex of currents, it follows that the rnap (3.10) is surjective.

To deal with injectivity, we observc that the rnanifolcl X has a natural c0I11pactification
~)( obtained by adjoining copies of Zl, Z2 anel Y at infinity. Putting 7' = l/u anel w = I/v,
we get natural coordinates near the bounelary.
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Lemlna 3.11. Ead1'P E kerD cxtellds to a Cl [OrIll on x.

Proof. Let 'P Ekel' D. Denote by 'Pi the restriction of 'P to IR+ X Zi, i = 1,2. Then 'Pi
can be written in the fornl (3.4) with forills 'l/Ji satisfying (3.5). Using Proposition 2.8, it
is easy to generalize (3.5) as follows: For a11 k E N, there exist Ck > 0 and c > 0 such that

sup J \lk1Pi (V,Z) I::; Oke- cv
, k E N, i = 1,2.

zEZj

Hence 'l/Jl and 'l/Jz extend ta 0 00 farms on~ x Zl and~ XZz, respectively. Ta finish the
argulnent, we have to consider the fonns WI ( <P, v) and Wz ( cI>, v) defined by (3.7). Again, by
referring to the Sobolev elnbed(ling theoreln, it is easy to show that

I \lkwz(cI>, v, z) I::; Cke- cv
, k E N,

far constants Ck, C > O. Thus, Wz extcllds also to a 0 00 fonn on~ X Zl. Since E( cl> , .x, z)
is analytic in ). and slnooth in z, we get

This ilnplies that Wl extends to a Cl form on~ X Zl and henee, 'PI does so. By the
-+

sanle aIgulnent 'Pz extends to a Cl-fann Oll JR X Zz, q.e.d.

Now recall that H*(X) = H*(X) can be COll1puted froll1 the de RllaIn complex of Cl
fonns on X. Let. 'P E H(Z)(X) a:nd suppose that j ('P) = O. Then there exists a Cl fann

Oll X such that 'P = elf}. In particular, we lnay aSSUlne that B is bounded. Naw we apply
Green's fonuula to the conlpact lnanifold XT, T 2: O. Since d*<p = 0 and <p = dB, we get

(3.12)

where Bi and 'Pi are the restrietions af Band 'P, respectively, to jR+ X Zi. To estirnate
the baundary integrals we use again (3.4) and its analoglle for 'PZ. Since 'l/Ji(T) decays
exponentially while B is baunded as T -+ 00, we get

r Bi 1\ *'l/Ji -+ 0 as T -+ 00.

lZi,T
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The Salne argulnentapplies to the fonns W2 ( </>, T) allcl W2 (du 1\ 4>, T). To eletennine
the contribution of the fonns W1 (tP, T), we observe that IE( 4>, A, z) I ~ C, for 0 ~ A ~ c anel
z E Z1. Hence

Since a(A) is square integrable with respect to the llleasure A-1 dA, the right halld side
converges to zero as T ---+ 00. The sarne holds for Wl (du 1\ </>, T). By (3.12), we deduce that

f ep 1\ *ep ---+ 0JXr
as T ---+ 00. This inlplies that ep = O. Thus j is injective. We can now sUllllllarize our
results about the L 2 hannonic forills by

Proposition 3.13. The canollicallnap 'H(2)(X) ---+ H*(X) induces an isomorphism

Next we shall investigate the L2-inelex of the signature operator. Suppose that n = 21
anel let T be the involution of A*(X) which is defined by

Let A;±(X) clenote the ±l-eigenspaces of T. Since d + d* anticonunutes with T, d + d*
interchanges A.+(X) and A~(X) and hence, defines by restriction operators

The operator D+ is usually called ~'iignat'Ure operator. The involution T acts on 'H(2)(X)
ancl we clenote by 'H(2),±(X) the ±l-eigenspaces of T. Then it is easy to see that

By definition, T lnaps H(2)(X) outo 'H~~)P(X). Let Hb),±(X) denote the ±l-eigeuspaces

of T acting in H(2) (X) ancl for p < 1, set

H(2),±(X) = {ep ± Tep I ep E H(2)(X)},
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Then it is deal' that

'H(2),±(X) = EB 'H(2),±(X),
p<l

Since dinl H(2),+(X) = eliI11'H(2),_(X) for p < 1, it follows that

(3.14)

There are two cases that we have to elistinguish depel1ding on wether I is odel 01' even.
First, suppose that I = 2k +1. In this case, the 111apping T : Hb)(X) ~ H(2)(X) coincides
with i*. Since * is a real operator, it follows that the 111ap cp I---t cp induces an isolnorphisll1
of H(2),+ onto H(2),_' Thus

L 2-Il1dD+ = 0, if I = 2k + 1.

So we can assullle that n = 4k. Thell on H(;)(X), T coincieles with * which is areal

operator. Furthennore unelel' the isolllOrphisl11 H(;)(X) ---t H!2k(X), the quadratic fonn

cp I---t (cp, *r.p) on H(;)(X) corresponds to the intersectiol1 fonn on H~k(X). This quadratic

fonn is induceel by the elegenerate quadratic fonn on H;k(X) ~ H2k(Xo, aXo) given by the
cup proeluct. Poincare duality for (Xo, aXo) shows that the radical is precisely the kernel
of H 2k (Xo, aXo) ---t H 2k(Xo). Thc sigl1ature Sign(Xo) of the 4k-eliluensionallnanifold X o
is defined to be the signature of the intersection form on H~k(X; lR). Then the argtunent
above shows that

Sign(Xo) = diln H(;),+(X) - dilU H(;),_(X).

Together with (3.14) we get

Proposition 3.15. Let D+ : A+(X) ~ A~(X) be tbe signature operator. Then we have

4. The heat kernel

Let D : COO(X, E) ---t COO(X, E) be a Dirac operator satisfying (2.1) - (2.4) and consider
the spinol' Laplaciall

The purpose of this section is to COl1struct the fundaulclltal solution for the heat equation
(al fJt + 6.)cp = O.

Let Xl be the lnanifolel defined by (1.6) where T = 1. Then Xl is also a 111anifolcl
with a corner at Y and the boundary of Xl is the union of Zl,l anel Z2,h where Zi,l =
Mi U ([0, 1J x Y) (see Fig. 3). Let V = Xl UZ2 ,1 (-Xl) be the COO 11lanifold obtained by
gluing two copies of Xl along the subulanifold Z2,1 C aX1 of the bounelal'Y' Note that
V is an oriented coo luanifold with smooth boul1dary and the Riclnannian lnetric on Xl
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induces a slnooth Rielnannian Inetric on V which is a product near the boundary. Let
V be the double of this Inanifold. Then V is a closed oriented Cco Rieluannian manifold
and we Inay identify Xl with a sublllanifold of V. The bundle EI = ElxI also extends

to a Clifford hundle E over V. Let iJ be the corresponding generalized Dirac operator
and set .6. = iJ2. Let [((x, y, t) be the fundarnental solution for D/fJt + .6. on V and let
J(o(x, y, t) be the restrietion of the kernel i( to Xl. The kernel K o is the interior part of
the parallletrix.

Next we have to construct t.he exterior part of the parmnetrix. By (2.1) and (2.2), it
follows that on IR+ X Zi, we have

(4.1)

VVe extend the right hand side in the obvious way to a differential operator ßi Oll IR X Zi.
Let Je (x, y, t) be the funcIaruental solution for a/8t + ~i. By (4.1), we have

(4.2)
(

(u - v)2)
exp -

Ki((u,w),(v,z),t) = ~t K;(w,z,t), i = 1,2,
41Tt

where Ki is the heat kernel for Ar acting on CCO(Zi l Ed. Finally, by (2.3) and (2.4) it
follows that on (IR.+)2 X Y, we have

(4.3)

As above, we extend the right hand side in the obvious way to a differential operator .6.3

on IR 2 X Y and we denote the fundalnental solution for 8/8t +.6.3 by J(3 ( X, y, t). Then we
have

(4.4)

where [(3 is the heat kernel for D}.
The heat kenlels K i satisfy the standard short time asynlptotic. Let d(x, y) denote

the geodesie distarlce of x, y EX.

Proposition 4.5. For all p, l E N, t]lere exist COllstants C, Cl, C2 > °sud] that

I~I V'~ I(;(x, y, t)1 ~ C C(n+l+p)/2 eCI t e-c,d'(x,y)/t

for t > 0, i = 0, 1,2,3.

Proof. It is well-known that the heat kernel on a cOlnpact luanifold satisfies the estilnate
clainled by Proposition 4.5. Therefore, our statelllent is obvious for K o. Since Y is
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cornpact, we can use (4.4) to derive the requireel estilnate for !(3 . We are 1eft with K 1

anel ](2. By (4.2), it is sufficient to prove the corresponeling estilnate for f(1 anel K2 ,

respectively. Since K1 and K2 are the heat kernels for spinor Lap1acians on Inanifolds
with cyEnelrical ends, the requireel estilnate follows troln (3.5) anel (3.3) of [Mü1]. q.e.el.

vVe sha11 now use the kerne1s ]{i to construct a panunetrix for the fundaluental solution
of a/ fJt + b:... Let p(a, b) denote an increasing COO-function of tbe real variable u, such that
p = 0 for u ::; a and p = 1 for u ;:: b. Define COO-functions as follows

'P = 1 - p(3/4, 7/8), X = p(O, 1/4), e= p(3/8, 5/8), 1/; = 1 - e·

Let U i be the n01'1nal direction to {O} x Z i C X. VVe consider 'P (U 1), 1/; (U I) as functions
on the cylinder [0,1] x ZI C X and extenel theIn in thc obvious way to functions 'PI, 1/;1
on X. Sinülarly, we regarel 'P(U2), 1/;(U2) as functions on the cylineler [0,1] x Z2. Again we
extend these functions in the obvious way to functions 'P2, 'l/J2 on X. Then we set

Observe that the support of <Po anel 'lJ 0 is contained in X I.

Next we consider X(UI), e(Ul) as functions on [0,1] X ZI anel extend thenl· by 1 to
COO-functions <P I, 'lJ 1 on IR+ x Z J. In the salne way we define <P2, 'l' 2 on IR+ X Zz . Note
that we Inay extend <PI, 'lJ 1, cI>2 anel 'l'2 by zero to COO-functions on X. Since (]R+)Z x Y
is cOlltailleel both in IR x Z I anellR x Z2, we Inay restrict cI> 1, 'l' 1, cI>z, 'lJ2 to COO-functions
- - - - ZcI> 1, 'l'1, cI>2, 'l'z on (IR+) X Y. Set

Again we extend <P3, 'lJ3 by zero to COO-functions on X. Note that

This ilnplies that

(4.6)

Set

2

(4.7) Q(x, y, t) = I: cI>i(X) ](i(X, y, t) 'lJi(Y) - cI>3(X) ](3 (X, y, t) 'lJ 3(Y).
i=O

Lemlna 4.8. For every f E C~(X, E) we 11ave

EIU [ Q(x, y, t) f(y) dy = f(x).
t-O+ Jx
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The proof fo11ows ilnnlediately fronl the construction of Q anel (4.6). Set

(4.9) QI (x, y, t) = (~ + ß x ) Q(x, y, t)

where ~ is applieel to the first variable. For every y EX, the support of Ql (', y, t) is
containeel in

Leillma 4.10. Let Xo E X o. There exist C, Cl, Cz > °such that

(4.11 )

for all x, y E X and 0 < t.

Proof. We sha11 estituate Ql (x, y, t) for x E [0,1) X Zl. The case x E [0,1] X Zz is sill1ilar.
Fix T > O. First observe that by Proposition 4.5, we havc

(4.12)

Moreover, the definition of q.i, 'lJi implies that there exists 8 > 0 such that

Hence

(4.13) d(x, y) ~ 8 whenever Ql (x, y, t) "# 0.

Let x E Xl. We also fix Xo E X o. Since Xl is COll1pact, (4.11) fo11ows frolll (4.12) and
(4.13). Next aSSllll1e that x E [0,1] X (Zl - ZI,d, where Zl,l is clefined by (1.5). For such
x we have

(4.14)

Therefore, we cau assllll1e that y E IR+ X Zt. We distinguish two cases.

a) y E R+ X Zt,l.
Let x == (u,w) anel y == (v,z) where 1L E [0,1], v E IR.+, w E Zl, anel z E Zl,l. By

(4.2), (4.4), (4.12) anel (4.13), it fo11ows that

(4.15)

for certain constants Cl, Cl, C2 > O. Using again the cOIllpactness of XI, it is easy to see
that there exists C3 > 0 such that

w hich inlplies (4.11) in this case.
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b) y E [.1,00) X Z2.
By definition, we have <P3(X) = <p] (x) anel W3(X) = \lJ] (x) for x E [1,00) x Z2. Thus

(4.14) ill1plies

Moreover , we ll1ay assulne that x = (Ut,U2l1O), Y = (V],V2,Z) where Ut,U2,Vt,V2 E IR+
and 10, z E Y. By (4.2) anel (4.4) we have

1(] ( (Ut , U2, 10 ), ( V t , V2, z), t) - !(3 ( ( UhU 2 1 w), (Vt , V2, z), t)

= ~ exp(_(U2 -V2?) {kt((u],w),(Vt,z),t)
y47rt 4t

_ ~ exp (- (u t - Vt )2 ) j(3 ( 10 1 Z1 t)} .
y 47rt 4t

Furthennore, by the defini tion of <P I, we have <p] ((Ut , U2 1 10 ») = <P t ( U2 ). COlnbining these
observations we get
(4.16)

{

II I (U2 - V2) } 1 ((U2 - V2)2 )
Qt ((Ut, U2, w), (V] ,V2, z), t) = -<Pt (U2) + <p] (U2) 2t V47rt exp - 4t

x {f{t((u t ,w),(v1 ,z),t) - V~7Ct exp ( - ud f{3(W,z,t)}.

By (3.5) of [Mü1], we have

(4.17)
1

-:.- 1 ((U 1- Vt )2) -.. I
1\] ((tLt, 10 ), (VI, z), t) - V47ft exp - 4t . l\'3(10, z, t)

C (
C2 (1 + er (mo, (Ut , 10 )) + J2 (1no, (Vt , z))) )

~ 2 exp clt - t

for SOlne 1110 E M] anel constants O2 , C2 > O. Since Xo E X o , (4.16) anel (4.17) ilnply that
(4.11) holds in this case too. q.e.d.

We can now proceeel in the standard way anel construct the funelarnental solution !(
frolll Q. We elefine inductively

Qm+l (x, y, t) = l'LQl (x, W, t - T) Qm(W, y, T) dw dT, In 2: 1.

Usually, a kernel obtained in this way is denoted by Qt * Qm. By Lenuna 4.10, the 10

integral is absolutely convergent anel the following estirnate holels

(4.18) IQ ( )I C
m tm

( C2 (1 + d 2
( X 0 , x) + (z2 (x0 , y)) )

m+t x, y, t::; -, exp ctt - .
m. t
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(4.22)

Set 00

771=1

By (4.18), this series is absolutely convergent anel defines a smooth kernel. Set

(4.19) !( = Q +Q * P.

Then we have

Proposition 4.20. Tlle kernel !( is t11e fundamental solution for 8/at + ~ on X. More
over, tl1e following estiInate holds

(4.21) IK( ) Q( )1 c ( cz(l+d
Z
(xo,x)+cP(xO,y)))x, y, t - x, y, t ::; exp Cl t - t

for t > 0 and certain COl1stallts C,C],C2 > O. A sünilar estiInate llolds for Dx]«(x,y,t)
DxQ(x, y, t).

The estiInate (4.21) follows fronl (4.18). If we use Proposition 4.5, then it is easy to extenel
(4.21) so that derivatives are included. In particular, (4.21) iUlplies that ]( - Q is the
kernel of a Hilbert~Schn1idt operator.

We shall now Inoelify the heat kerneIs ](1, ](2 and ](3 by introelucing Dirichlet bound
ary COl1ditions. Let ~i,D, i = 1,2, be the self-aeljoint extension of

- 8822 + Ar : Cgo(lR.+ x Zi, E) ---7 L2 (IR.+ X Zi, E)
u·t

which is obtaineel by il1troelucing Dirichlet boundary conditiol1s. Then the kernel !(i,D of
exp(-t~i,D) is given by

](i, D (Cu, w ), (v, z), t)

= _1_ {ex (_ (1l - v)2 ) ( (u + v)2)} ').
v4rrt p 4t - exp - 4t ]\.i(W,z,t), i = 1,2,

where ß:i is the heat kernel for Af. Next consider

8
2

8
2

2. 00(( +)2 2 + 2 )--82 - a 2 + D y . Co IR x Y, E) --+ L ((IR ) x Y, E
U] U 2

anel introduce Dirichlet boundary conelitions. Let ~3,D be the corresponding self-adjoint
extension and let !(3,D be the kernel of the heat operator exp(-t~3,D). Then !(3,D is
given by

!(3,D ((U] , Uz, w), (V] ,V2, z), t)

1 { ((U] _V])2) ( (U1 +V])2)}
(4.23) = 47ft exp - 4t - exp 4t

{ (
(uz - Vz)2) ( (U2 +V2)2)} ').

X exp - - exp I\.3 ( w, z, t),
4t 4t

where j"(3 has the salne Ineaning as in (4.4). vVe extencl the heat operators exp(- t 6,] ,D ),

exp( -t6.z,D) ancl exp( -t6,3,D) to bounded operators in L2(X, E), putting them equal to
zero on the orthogonal cOInpleUlent of the subspaces L2(IR+ x Zl, E), L2 (IR.+ X Z2, E) anel
L 2((R+)2 X Y, E), respectively. We cau 110W prove
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Theorem 4.24. Let tbe notation be as above. Tllen for eacb t > 0, tbe operator

is a Hilbert-ScbnJidt operator.

Proof. We extenel the kerneis Ki,D, i = 1,2,3, by zero to kernels Oll X X X anel we elenote
these kerneis also by Ie,D. To prove the theorem, we have to show that

(4.25) r [ IK(x, y, t) - I(l,D(X, y, t) - ](2,D(X, y, t) + K 3,D(X, y, t)1
2

dx dy < 00.
lx lx

By (4.21), we lnay replace ]< by the paraluetrix Q. Since X] is C01l1pact, we can re1l10ve
1(0 fr0111 the paraluetrix. Let Xi, i = 1,2, be the characteristic function of IR.+ x Zi C X
anel let X3 denote the characteristic function of CIR.+? x y c X. Let ](i, i = 1,2,3, be the
kerneis defilled by (4.2) and (4.4), respectively, anel set

2

Q(x,y,t) = LXi(X)Ki(x,y,t)Xi(Y) - X3(x)K3 (x,y,t)X3(y).
i=]

Now observe that

(4.26)

Furthennore, by definition, the support of each of the functions q.i - Xi anel 'l'i - Xi,
i = 1,2,3, is contained in ([0,1] x Zl) U ([0,1] x Z2)' Therefore, we lnay use Proposition
4.5 anel proceed in esselltially the salue way as in the proof of Lenllua 4.10 to show that

(4.27) I
- I 2 2Q(x, Y, t) - Q(x, y, t) ::; C exp( -c(d (xo, x) + cl (xo, y))/t),

for S01l1e Xo E X o. Hence, in order to prove (4.25), we Call replace ]( by Q, that is, we
have to investigate

(4.28) Q(x, x', t) - ](],D(X, x', t) - ]<2,D(X, x', t) + ](3,D(X, x', t).

This kernel vanishes, unless x, x' E IR. + x Z1 or x, x' E IR. + X Z2. Consider the first case,
that is, x = (Ul, w), x' = (V], z), W, z E Z]. Supposc that w E lvI]. Then the kernel (4.28)
equals

1 ((Ul + Vl)2) --;,..
~ exp - I\..l(W,z,t).

V 41Tt 4t

By (3.5) of [Müll, ]K1 (w, z, t)1 belongs to L 2(M1 X Z]). Hence, the kernel (4.28) is square
integrable on (IR.+ x MI) X (R.+ X Zl), alld by symluetry, it is also square integrable on
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Ir

(R+ X ZI) X (IR.+ x Md. It reI11ains to consicler the case x = (Ul' U2, y) and x' = (VI, V2, V'),
y, y' E Y. Then (4.28) equals

Since Y is cOInpact, the third ten11 is square integrable on (IR+)2 x Y. To deal with the
first two ternIs, we refer again to the estinIate (3.5) of [Miil] fronl which we deduce that
these two tenns are also square integrable on (R+)2 x Y. COI11bining our results, it follows
that (4.25) holcls. q.e.d.

By a I110re elaborate nIethod one can iluprove the statel11ent of Theorem 4.24 and show
that the cOll1bination of the heat operators is trace class. This result will be itnportant for
the investigation of the continuous spectrurn.

5. The analytic continuation of the resolvent

Thc notation will be the SaIne as in the previous section. In particular, ~ = D 2 is the spinol'
Laplacian associated with SOlne Dirac operator D. Our purpose is to extend the resolvent
(~ - ..\2)-1 analytically as a function of ..\ to a neighborhood of ..\ = O. In the present paper
we study this proplenl 0111y tulCler the additional asslll11ption that ker Dy = 0, where D y

is the Dirac operator attached to the corner Y.
Let Aj, j = 1, 2, be the self-acljoint extension of the Dirac operator A j : Co (Zj, E j) --+

L 2 (Zj, E j ) defined by (2.1). To begin with, we construct a paranIetrix for (A] _ ..\2)-1,
Itn( ).) > O. Recall that on IR+ x Y c Z j, A; takes the fonll

2 82
2

A j = - 8u2 + D y .

This follows inllnediately fraln (2.1 )-(2.4). Let {<Pd lEN be an orthononnal basis for
L 2(y, S) consisting of eigensections of D} with carresponding eigenvalues 0 ::; 11,1 ::; fL2 ::;

.. '. For 11 i= V pu t

00 -y'1'1-)..2 lu-vi
(5.1) H((u, y), (u, y'), A) = L e J A

2
<p,(y) (9 <My'), rill(A) > O.

[=1 J..ll -
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Then H(A) is the kernel of the pararuetrix at infinity. We glue it to an interior parametrix
which we construct as follows. Let Zi,l = Zj,l U (-Zi,l) be the double of the cOlllpact
manifold Zj,l which is elefineel by (1.5). The operator A;, restricted to Zj,l, has a natural

extension to an elliptic operator on Zj,l' and we denote by Qj,l (A) its resolvent. Let
p(a, b) E coo(IR) be the function introducecl in §4 and put

q> j2 = p(1/4, 5/16),

<I>jl = 1 - p(7/8, 1),

Wj2 = p(3/8, 5/8)
'l1 j1 = 1 - Wj2.

We regard q> j i, 'l1 j i, i, j E {I, 2}, as functions on [0, 1] x Y and extend thelu to C 00 functions
on Zj in the obvious way. Put

(5.2)

Then we have

(5.3)

w here K j ( A) has a sIuooth kernel !(j ( Z , z' , A) which satisfies

SUPPZI!(j(Z, Z/, A) C (0,1) x Y and !(j(z, Zl, A) = 0 for dez, z') < 1/16.

This implies that !(j ()..) is a hololuorphic fanlily of COIUpact operators in L 2
• Moreover,

using (5.1), it follows that there exists C > 0 such that 11 !(j (i)") 11:s C/).., ).. 2': 1. Thus

Id+!(j(iA) is invertible for ).. ~ 0 anel hence, (Id + [(j()..)) -1 is a Iueroluorphic function
on Iru()..) > 0 [Sb]. By (5.3), we get

(5.4)

Lemma 5.5. For eac11 ).. in the lH:uf-pla11e IIn()..) > 0, (A; - A2)-1 - Pj()..) is a cOlnpact

operator in L 2
•

Proof. By (5.4), we have

and the clainled reslllt follows froill the conlpactness of !(j ( ).. ). q. e.d.

Now we construct a pararnetrix for (.6. - )..2)-1. Let ßi, i = 1,2,3, arId Li be the
differential operators introduced at the beginning of §4. Let .6. i be the unique self-aeljoint
extension of .6. i . Note that ~i, i = 1,2, are self-adjoint operators in L 2 (IR. X Zi, Ei) and
.6.3 is a self-adjoint operator in L 2 (IR. 2 X Y, S). Here Ei arId S denote the pllllbacks of
the correspollding bunclles over Zi and Y, respectively, to vector bundles over lR. X Zi and
JR2 X Y, respectively. Put
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Furthennore, let

Let <Pi, WiE COO(X), i = 0, ... ,3, be the functions introeluced in §4. Put

(5.7)
2

P(A) = L WiRi("\)<Pi - W3 R3 ("\)<I- 3l IIn(A) > O.
i=O

Then P("\) is a bounded operator in L2 and we shall now verify that P( A) is a paraIuetrix
for (ß - ,,\2)-1. Put

(5.8) G(A) = P("\)(~ - A2
) - Id, Irn(A) > O.

Then we have to show that G(A) is a cOlupact operator in L 2
• By (5.7) wo lnay write

2

G(A) = L Gj(A) - G3 (A),
j=O

where

(5.9)

Since <Po, Wo have cOlupact support, it follows fronl Rellich's COl1lpactness theoreln that
GO(A) is a hololnorphic function on the upper half-plaIle with values in the conlpact
operators in L 2

• For j = 1,2 we have

(5.10) (
D ) 8<I- .G'(A)=-W' R·("\)o- _J

J J J Dv' Dv'
J J

anel Rj(A) is given by the operator valued kernel

(5.11)

Since 11 (A; - A2 + E2)-1 11= 1/dist(IR+,,,\2 - e2
), the integral is absolutely convergent. Ir

u =j:. v, we can integrate by parts which for N E N, gives

(5.12)

If k > n, then (Al- A2 +e2 )-k has a continuous kernel. Let T ;::: 0 anel let Zj,T be defined
by (1.5). Since D<I-j/Dvj anel Wj have disjoint supports, it follows froln (5.10) aIlel (5.12)
that the restrietion of Gj(A) to lR+ X Zj,T is Hilbert-Schmidt. Let Xj,T be the characteristic
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function of IR+ x Zj,T C IR.+ X Zj. Suppose that z E Mj C Zj anel z' E [1,00) x Y C Zj.
Then it follows froln (5.2) that Pj(z, z', A) = O. Hence, for T > 1, we get

If we integrate by parts and then apply LeIill11a 5.5, it follows that Xj,oGj(A)(l - Xj,T) is
a cOlupaet operator in L 2 .

Let B be the characteristic function of (lR+)2 x Y C X. Then our investigation of
G(A) is reduced to the study of L:~=I BGj(A)B - BG3 (A)B. Using the elefiniton of <P3 anel
W3, we get

(5.14)

We consider the first term. Let H(A) be the operator in L2 (IR.+ x Y, EI) which is elefineel
by the kernel (5.1). Then R3 (A) can be representecl by the operator valued kernel

R3 (u, V, A) = -2
1

Joo ei €(u-1J) H( VA2 - ~2) d~, hn(A) > O.
7f -00

The integral is absolutely convergent. Now observe that the paralnetrix PI (A) anel H(A)
eliffer by a COlllpact operator. Hence, up to a cOlllpact operator, the first tenn on the right
of (5.14) can be written as

The integral is absolutely convergent. Since supp(ß~I / ßV1) C (0,1) X Zl, anel ß~I / ßVl,

Wl have elisjoint supports, it follows from LemIna 5.5 that (5.15) is a cOlllpact operator in
L 2 . The remaining tenns in' (5.14) can be treated in the sarne way. Using (5.9) one can
show that 11 G(iA) 11::; C/ A, A ~ 1. Thus we provecl

Lemma 5.16. Let P(A) be defined by (5.7). Tl1en we have

P(A)(ß - A2
) = Iel + G(A), Im(A) > 0,
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where G(>"') is a holoIllorphic function on the upper half-plane witll values in the compact
operators in L 2 (X, E). More0 ver, there exists C > 0 such that 11· G(i>"') 11::; C/ >... for >... ~ 1.

By Lenuna 5.16, Id + G(i>"') is invertible for >... 2> O. Hence >... ~ (ld + G(A))-l is a
lneromorphic function on the upper half-plane with values in the bounded operators in
L2 (X, E) [Sb). Thus we get

(5.17) (ß - >...2)-1 = (ld + G(>"')) -1 P(>"'), lIn(>...) > O.

We shall use (5.17) to extend the resolvent to a lnerolllorphic function in a neighborhood
of zero.

Let lVi C X, i = 1,2, be the subluanifolds defined by (1.2) allel recall the decolnposi
tiOll (1.3). Let Pi E COO(X) be such that PilWi = 1, p(Ui, zd = pi(ud for (Ui' Zi) E IR+ x Zi
anel PieUi, Zi) = Ui for Ui ~ 1. Set

P = P1 + P2·

Given 8 E IR, we define a weighted L2-space by

(5.18)
L~(X, E) = {<p : X-tE I <p a meas'lLTable section and

i I'P(x We26p
(x) dx < 00 }.

Note that for 8 > 0 thc following inclusions hold

(5.19)

Given 8,8' E lR, we denote by L:(L~(X,E), L~I (X, E)) the space of boundecllinear operators
fronl L~(X, E) into L~I (X, E). Let /{,i > 0 be the slllallest positive eigenvalue of Ar, i = 1,2.
Pllt

150 = ~ min{"fjiI, "ßl, VK2"}

ancllet

(5.20) n = {>... E C I hn( >...) > o} U {>... E C I 1>"'1 < 80 } .

Lelnma 5.21. Let 0 < 8 < 80 . Suppose that ker Dy = O. Tllen the parametrix P(>"')
extends from the upper balf-plane to a IneroIllorplJic fUIlctioIl 011 n witll values in t]le
space L:(L~(X,E), L=-8(X, E)).

Proof. Let 5 < 50. We have to show that each tenn on the right hand side of (5.7)
extends to a lllerolllorphic function on n. Since iS.. is an elliptic operator Oll a closed
Inallifold, WoRo(>"').po is a IUer0l110rphic functioll on the whole cOluplex plane with values
in the boundecl operators in L 2 (X, E). Using the illclllsions (5.19), WoRo(>...)q.o becolnes a
nleromorphic faluily on C with values in L:(L~(X,E),L=-8(X,E)). Next cOllsicler R3 (>"').
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Let S be the pullback of S --? Y to R 2 X Y. Given r.p E L 2 (IR 2
X Y, S), let ~(~, y)

elenote the Fourier transfonn of r.p( u, y) with respect to the u-variables. Recall that 6.3 =
-82 /8ui - 82 /8u~ + D~. Rence, we Inay write R3 (..\) in the fonn

(5.22)

Since D} is self-adjoint and nonnegative, we have

which iInplies that the integral (5.22) is absolutely convergent for I1n(A) > O. If ker Dy = 0,
then the spectnlln of Dt is containeel in [PI, 00), /-LI > O. Therefore, the right hand siele
of (5.22) defines a boullded operator in L 2 for all A E !l. Let 80 > 8 ~ 0 be given. Using
(5.19), we obtain a holoI110rphic function on n with values in .c(L~(X,E), L=-6(X, E)).

It remains to investigate Rj(A), j = 1,2. If ker Dy = 0, then it follows fronl Theorenl
4.10 of [Mü1] that thc continuous spcctrum of A; equals [/lI,OO), where 1i'1 > O. Let
L 2(Zj, Ej).1- be the orthogonal cOlllpleluent of ker Aj in L 2 (Zj, Ej) ancl let Aj,l denote the
restriction of Aj to L 2 (Zj, Ej).l... Then the spectrulll of (Aj,1)2 is contained in [/-LI, 00).
Since 6. j = -82 /au] + AJ' we get a corresponding decoluposition for 6. j ; naluely

(5.23)

The spectruIll of 6.j,l is also contained in ['ll' 00) and 6.j,2 is the self-adjoint extension of
82/8u2 01d, acting in Cü(R) 0 ker Aj. Let Rj,i(A) = (6.j,i - A2)-l, i,j E {1,2}. Then
we have

(5.24)

Since a(6.j,l) C [}lI, 00), it follows that Rj,l (..\) is a hololllorphic function on n with values
in the bounded operators in L2 (X, E). Using (5.19), we get a hololuorphic function on--,
n with values in .c(L~(X,E), L=-6(X, E)). Let 'Pt, ... , 'Pmj be an orthononnal ba..;;is for
kerAj. Then for Uj =1= Vj, the kernel of Rj,2(A) is given by

(5.25) hn(A) > O.

This kernel has an obvious extension to a Inerolnorphic function on C and for 0 < 0 <
00, the extended kernel defines a nleroll1orphic function on n with values in the space
.c(L~(X,E),L=-6(X,E)). Thus for aH tenns on thc right hand siele of (5.7), we have
constructed analytic extensions with the desired properties. q.e.d.

Let
!lt = {A E C I In1(A) > IRe(A)l} U {A E C IIA1 < oo}.
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Lelnlna 5.26. Let 0 < 8 < 80 alld suppose that ker Dy = O. Then the operator G(A),
defined by (5.8), extends froIn tlle upper lla1f-plane to a Inerolnorpllic function A E !LI ~
G(A) of compact operators in L:6(X, E). Moreover, tllere exists C > 0 SUdl that for

A 2:: 1,11 G(iA) 11-5~ CIA.

Proof. Let 0 < 8 < 80 • First we show that G(A) extencls to a merolllorphic function

A E nJ ~ G(A) E ['((L: 8(X, E)). As above, we write G(A) = 2:~=0 Gj('\) - G3 (A),
where Gj(A) is defined by (5.9). The statenlent of the lelnlna holds obviously for CoCA).
To treat R3 (A), we consider the weighted L2 space L:8(lR. 2 X Y, S) which is defilled as
thc space of llleasurabic sections which are square integrable with respect to the weight
function e28 (u 1+u 2 ), 8 E IR. For r.p E C~(lR2 X Y, S) and 80 > 8 2: 0, put

Since the spectrulll of D~ is contailled in [/lJ, 00) the integral. is absolutely cOllvergent for
A E n1 . Then R3 (A) extends to a bounded operator in L:8(lR 2 x Y, S) which coincides

with R3(A) on the subspace L 2(lR 2 x Y, S). By (5.9) we get a holomorphic function A E
fh ---t G3 (.\) E .c(L:8(X,E)).

Next consider Gj(.\), j = 1,2. We use (5.10) to express Gj (.\) in tenns of Rj(A). If we
insert the decomposition (5.24) on the right hand siele of (5.10), we obtain a correspolldillg
decollIposi tion

(5.27)

Consider the kernel (5.25) of Rj,2(A). \Ve observe that by (4.1) of [Müll, each 4> E kerAj,
111> 11= 1, satisfies 14>(u,y)1 ~ Ce-P.1U for u E IR+, Y E Y. Using (5.25), it follows that
Gj ,2(A) extends fronl the upper half-plane to a lllerolllorphic fUllction A E n I---t Gj ,2(A) E
.c(L=-8(X, E)). The resolvent Rj,l (A) has the followillg operator valued kernel

(5.28)

By definition, the spectrum of (Aj, J )
2 is cont ailled in [Il' J , 00). Therefore the right hand

side of (5.28) is convergent for A E n. To study (5.28) we introduce weighted L 2 spaces
for Zj. Let O'j E COO(Zj) be such that G"j(u, y) = U for (u, y) E [1,00) x Y. For 8 E lR. let

L~ (Z j, Ej ) = {r.p : Zj ---t Ej 1 ep a 111easurable sectioll and

Ll<p(zWe28
0"j (r) dz < 00 }.

J

Note that for 8 ~ 0, we have the following inclusions

(5.29)
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Our goal is to extend ((Aj,1)2 + ~2 - .-\2)-1 to a boundecl operator in L=-s(Zj,Ej) for

.-\ E ft. Let L:'sCIR X Y, S) be the corrcsponcling local L2 space with weight function e-26u .

For 1/; E C~(IR X Y, Ei) let ~(~, y) be the Fourier transfonn of 1/;(u, y) with respect to the
u~variable ancl set

(5.30)

Then H(.-\) extencls to a boundecl operator in L:'s(IR X Y, Ei) which coincides with H(.-\)
on the subspace L2 (IR X Y, Ei). Being the resolvent of an elliptic operator on a cOlllpact
tnanifold, Qj,1 (.-\) is a illeroillorphic function on C. lf Qj, I ( .-\) has a pole at .-\ = 0, we
reillove the contribution of this pole anel denote the resulting kernel by Qj,1 (.-\). If we pick
00 > 0 sufficiently sIllall, then Qj,1 (.-\) is holoillorphic in fl. Put

Then Pj(.-\), .-\ E f!l, is a holonlorphic fanlily of bounclecl operators in L=-s(Zj, E j). It
follows frolll (5.30) that there exists C > 0 such that

By the sanle argulneut one cau prove that the operators ](j(.-\) in (5.3) extend to a holo
lnorphic faruily .-\ E fl t---+ Kj(.-\) of cOlupact operators in L:'6( Zj, Ej) anel for A 2 1, the

nonll of j(j ( i A) is bounded by C.-\-1. Hence, .-\ E f"l t---+ (ld + [{j ( A)) - 1 is a meroillorphic
function of bounded operators in L:'s(Zj,Ej) [Sb]. Moreover, for A E f"ll, 1,\12 ewe have

I1 (leI + !{j ( ,\ ) ) - 1 11-s::; 2. Put

RZj (A) = (leI + Kj('\)) -1 .Pj('\).

COlnbining our results with (5.4), we obtain

Lenlma 5.31. Let 0 < 5 < 00. The resolvent (AJ - .-\2)-1 extends from the upper 11a1f

plaJle to alnerOlnorplJicfunctioll'\ E f!l t---+ RZj(A) E .c(L=-s(Zj, E j )). Moreover, tllere
exists C > 0 such that RZj (.-\) is jl0101norphic in f"ll n {A E eilAI 2:: C} EUld satisnes

Suppose that .-\ E fl 1 is a pole of RZj (A). It follows froln (5.3) that there exists ep E
L=-s(Zj, Ej) such that Alep = A2 ep. On IR+ X Y, we may expand ep in terms of the

eigensections {<Pr} IEN of D~:

00

ep(u, y) = 2:: (ale -V/li _.\2 U + bleVJL
I-)..2 u) <PI(Y)

1=1
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Here thc square root has been chosen such that Im(VP'l - ,,\Z) > 0 for all ,,\ in the upper

half-plane. If hn("\) =f:. 0 then Re(Vlll - ,,\Z) =f:. 0 anel we nlay pick 0 > 0 such that

IRe( VJ--ll - ,,\2) I > 0 for all I E N. Then ep is square integrable ancl ,therefore, vanishes if
hn(.-\) =f:. O. By Lenuua 5.31, RZj (.-\) has only finitely luany poles in 0 1 . Henee, we may
pick 00 > 8 > 0 such that the only poles of R Zj (.-\) in 0 1 are real. But, by our ehoiee of
50, the only possible pole ean oeeur at .-\ = O. Let RZj ,l(.-\) be the operator obtaineel by
rellloving the eontribution of the pole at .-\ = O. Then RZj ,1 (.-\) is still a boundeel operator
in L=-6(Zj,Ej ) whieh is ahololllorphiefunction of.-\ E 0 1 , Put

(5.32)

(5.33)

By LelnIua 5.31, the integral is absolutely convergent anel for all u, v E IR, the kernel clefines
a bouncled operator in L:'6(Zj, E j ). Frolll the construction it is obvious that for .-\ E 0 1 ,

Rj,l (.-\) is an extension of Rj,I (.-\). Let Rj,2("\) bc the extension of thc operator clefined by
the kenlel (5.25) anel put

We replace Rj(.-\) by Rj(.-\) on the right hand siele of (5.10) anel denote the resulting kernel
by Gj(.-\). Since the support of 8if!j/8vj is contained in [0,1] X Zj, it follows froIn LeInnla
5.31 that Gj(.-\) clefines a bounded operator in L=-6(X,E). Let

Z

G(.-\) = L Gj(.-\) - G3 (.-\).

j=O

SUlllluarizing our results, we have proved that .-\ E 0 1 I-t G(.-\) E .c(L=-6(X,E)) is a
IneroIuorphic function whieh extencls G(.-\).

It relnains to verify that G(.-\) is cOlllpact. Ta establish cOlllpactness, we lnay proceed
in essentially the salue way as in the proof of Lenllua 5.16. Let e be the characteristie
function of (lR+)2 X Y C X. Let .-\ E O. Then OG(.-\)O is given by

- - - 82<PI
OG(.-\)O = - '1J] {RI (.-\) - '1Jz R3 (.-\)<I>z } -8Z

VI

[
- - 0 ] 8«I>1

- '1J I {R1 (.-\) - \l1 2R 3 (.-\)<I>z} 0 OV1 ov]

{
- '" 8Z<P2

- '1Jz Rz(.-\) - 'lJ} R 3 (.-\)<P1 } -8Z
V 2

[ '" - a ] o<Pz
- '1Jz {Rz(.-\) - \l1 1R 3 (.-\)<p] } 0 ouz ovz'

where Rj (.-\), j = 1,2,3, are the operators introclucecl above. Consider the first tenn.
Observe that R3 (.-\) cau be written as

R3 (u, v,.-\) = ~100

eie(u-v) H(VA2 - ~Z) d~.
21T -00
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Now replace H()..) by the paraluetrix PI ()..). Using (5.30) and (5.32), it follows that, up to
a cOlupaet operator in L=-s(X, E), RI()..) - 'lJ 2R3()..)<P2 equals

Since k 1 ( ).. ), ).. E 0, is a COlnpact operator in L:'s(Zj, E j ), it follows that the first tenn on
the right hand siele of (5.33) is a compaet operator in L=-s(Zj, Ej). The other tenns can

be treated in the sarne way. Thus, we obtain that BC()")B is a cOlnpact operator. Let Xj,T
be the characteristie funetions defined above. By a sill1ilar argulnent, it can be shown that
Xj,oRj()")(l - Xj,T), j = 1,2, is cOll1pact. This completes the proof of the cOlnpactness of
G(),,). The claimed estill1ate of the norm follows directly frolu the definiton of the analytic
eontinuation of thc operators Rj ( ).. ). q.e. cl.

By Lenul1a 5.26, Icl + G(i.A) is invcrtible for .A ~ O. Since G(.A) is COll1pact , wc get

a meroluorphic function .A E 0 1 1-+ (Icl + G()")) -1 E .c(L:'s(X, E)) [Sb]. Together with
(5.17) anel Lemu1a 5.21, we obtain

Theorem 5.34. Suppose tllat ker D y = O. For every c > 0 t}lere exists 8, °< 8 < 80 , such
tllat tbc resolvellt (.6. - )..2)-1 adlnits an analytic continuatioll froll] tlle l1pper }lalf-plaIle
to a merolllorpbic functioll .A E 0 1 1-+ R()") E .c(L~(..-Y, E), L:'s(X, E)).

6. The continuous spectrum near zero

In this section we shall investigate the continuous spectruIll of .6. = D 2 near zero. Sinee our
approach depends on the analytic continuation of the resolvent, we ean treat this problelll
ollly under the assulllption that ker D y = 0.

Let Ai be the self-adjoint extension of the Dirae operator Ai : Cr'( Zi, Ei) -4 L2 (Zi, Ei)
clefinecl by (2.1). Our first result eoneerning the eontinuous speetrullI of .6. is the following

Proposition 6.1. Suppose tbat ker Dy = °aIld ker Ai = 0, i = 1,2. Then tbe essential
spectrtlln of .6. has a positive lower b0t111d.

Proof. Let .6.i,D, i = 1,2,3, be the Diriehlet Laplacians introcluced in §4 (cf. Theorelll
4.24). If ker D y = 0, then thc spectrum of D~I' has a positive lower bound PI > °ancl it
follows frolu the clefini tion of .6.3 D that,

Thus, the speetrmll of .6.3 ,D is cont ained in [p1 , 00 ). Next 0 bserve that by Theorell1 4.10 of
[Mü1], the assulllption ker D y = °illlplies also that the continuous spectrtun of Ai has a
gap at zero. Since ker Ai = 0, it follows then that the spectrum of A~ has a positive lower
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bound. Using the definition of b.. i,D , we deduce that the sarue holds for the spectrum of
b.. i,D , i = 1,2. Therefore, there exists c > °such that for every ,.\ > 0, we have

11 (t>;,D + .\)-1 11:::: c ~.\' i = 1,2,3.

This estiluate of the nonn ilnplies that the spectnllu of

is contained in (-3/ (c + ,.\), 3/(c + "\)). Let A be a posi tive seH-adjoint operator in SOlne
Hilbert space. Then for Re("\) > 0, the resolvent of A is given by

Using this observation anel Theorenl 4.24, it follows that the operator

is cOlupact. Applying Lenuna 3, eh. XIII, §4, of [RS], we concluele that the essential
spectrulll of (b.. + ,.\) -I is cont aineel in [0, 3/(c + "\)). This fact COlUbined with Leuuua 2,
eh. XIII, §4, of [RS] iInplies that the essential spectrulU of b.. is contained in [(c - 2,.\ )/3, 00 ).

Since ,.\ > 0 is arbitrary, it follows that the essential spectnull of b.. has the lower bound
c/3 > O. q.e.d.

As Proposition 6.1 shows, the continuous spectrulll of b.. near zero is cOlllpletely de
ternlineel by ker Dy, ker Al anel ker A2 • \Ve shall now study the case where ker Dy = 0,
hut at least one of the spaces ker Ai, i = 1,2, is nonzero. Then the arglllnent useel in the
proof of Proposition 6.1 irnplies that the continuous spectnlln of b.. extends down to zero.
Dur purpose is to construct generalizeel eigensections of b.., associated with elements of
ker Aj, and to describe explicitly the continuous spectrlllll of b.. near zero in tenns of these
eigensections.

Let tj; E kerAj anel let"\ E C. Define hj (4),''\) E COO(IR+ x Zj,E) by

hj (4),''\,(1Lj,Zj)) = e-i)..Ujrp(Zj).

Note that hj ( 4>, ,.\) satisfies

(6.2) (- :~~ +A;)hj (1),.\,(uj,Zj)) =.\2 hj (1),.\,(Uj,Zj)).
J

li

Let I E COO(IR) be such that I(u) = 0 for u ::; 1 anel I( u) = 1 for 'll ~ 2. Define
Ij E COO(IR+ x Zj) by Ij(1Lj, Zj) = J(Uj) anel then extend this function by zero to a
Sll100th function on X. Using (4.1) together with (6.2), it follows that (b.. - ,.\2

) (/j hj ( 4>, ,.\))
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is a SlIlOOth section of E which belongs to L 2 (X, E). Hence we can apply the resolvent
(.6 - .A 2)-1 to this section. Put

(6.3) Irn(.A) > O.

Then Fj( <p,.A) belongs to COO(X, E) anel satisfies

(6.4) Im(.A) > O.

Since<p Ekel' Aj, it follows froln (4.6) in [Mül] that there exists C > 0 such that

I<P (u, y) I :::; C e -1J.I1' /2 , U ~ 0, Y E Y,

where !-LI > 0 is the sInallest posi tive eigenvalue of D y. Let 0 < 5 < nün{/LI /2, 50 }. Then
(.6-.A 2 )(fjhj(<jJ,.A)) iscontaineelinL~(X,E)forall.A E C. Sinceker Dy = O,wecanapply
Theoreln 5.34 which iInplies that the right hand siele of (6.3) extends to a Inerolnorphic
function .A E n I-t Fj( <p,.A) E L=-o(X, E). In particular, Fj( <p,.A) is locally integrable anel
therefore, we can apply 6. in the distributional sense. By (6.4) we get (.6 - .A 2

) Fj ( <P, .A) = °
for IIn(.A) > O. Since (6. - .A2 )Fj(<p,.A) is a nlcrolllorphic function, it vanishes for all .A E n.
By elliptic regularity, it follows that Fj(<P,.A) E COO(X, E). Thus we have proved

Theorem 6.5. Tl1e section Fj(<p,.A) denned by (6.3) extends to a IneromorplJic functioll
.A E n I-t Fj(4>,.A) E L=-o(X, E) witl1 t11e following propcrties

1) Fj(1),.A, x) is smooth in x E X and satisnes

2) For IIn(.A) > 0, fjhj(<p,.A) - Fj(<p,.A) is square integrable.

Now consicler the restriction of Fj( <P, .A) to lR+ x Zj. For Im(.A) > 0, Fj (<p, .A, (u, .)) is squarc
integrable on Zj. Hence, we can expand Fj (<p, .A, (u, .)) in tenns of the eigensections of
A]. Let L~(Zj,Ej) be the subspace of L2 (Zj,Ej ) which is spanned by all L2 eigensections
of A]. In the orthogonal cOlllplelnent of ker Aj in L~(Zj,Ej), we pick an orthononnal
basis {cp k } k EI consisting of eigensections of A] wi th corresponding eigenvalues .A k, k EI.
Furthennore, let {<Pt} tEN be an orthononnal basis of L 2 (Y, S) consistillg of eigellsections
of D} with eigenvalues 0 < 1"1 :::; fL2 :::; ..• -t 00. For each 1 E N, let Ej( <Pt, A) be the
generalizeel eigensection of Al associatecl with 1>, (cf. [Mül,§4]). Using the fact that
(.6 - .A2 )Fj(c/>,.A) = 0, we obtain the followillg expansion of Fj(<p,.A) Oll lR+ X Zj:

(6.6)

Fj (<jJ, .A, (lL, Z )) = e- i >.. U 1;(z) + ei >.. U ( Cj ( .A )<P ) (z )

+I: ak(.A) e-V>"k->"2 uepk(Z)
kEI
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Here Cj(A) : ker Aj ~ ker Aj is a linear operator which is a merolnorphic function of
A E n. We call Cj(A) "scattering lnatrix". The lneasure <irl is given by

The convergence of the series and integrals on the right hand side of (6.6) is unclerstoocl
in the L2 sense. Moreover, the expansion (6.6) holels for all A E n. We clefine the constant
tenn Fj,o (4), A) E coo(IR+ x Zj, E) of Fj( 4>, A) by

(6.7) Fj,o(4),A,(Uj,Zj)) = e- i )..Uj4>(Zj) + ei'\Uj (Cj(A)4»(Zj), (llj,Zj) E IR.+ X Zj.

Suppose that lAI< 1/21nin{lll, Al}. Let 7n ;::: 1. Using (6.6), we get

11 (Aj)mFj(4>,A,(u,.)) 11
2 = L lak(A)1 2 e-2Re (V'\k-)..2)u Aim

kEI

+f LX> Ib,(..\, A)1 2 e-2Re
(~)u A4m dTk(A)

1= 1 J'l

~ Cl e-cu .

We observe that the injectivity radius of Zj has a positive lower bound and all covariant
derivatives of the curvature tensor of E are unifonnly bounclecl on Zj. Hence, the nonn of
the Sobolev space Hm(Zj,Ej) is equivalent to thc nornl 1I (I +A;)m/2ep 11 and the Sobolev
embedcling theoreln holels [Ei]. This iInplies that (6.6) is pointwise convergent. Moreovcr,
by the Sobolev enlbeclding theorcln wc get

(6.8)

,

sup IFj(4),A,(u,z)) - {e- i,\u4>(z) + ei'\U(Cj(A)1»(Z)} I ::; Ce-cu,
zEZj

1..\1 < ~ min{Jl), ..\d·

Next cOllsider the restriction of Fj ( </.>, >.) to lR. + x Z l, I =I- j. We shall now expand
Fj(</.>,>,,(Ul,·)) in tenns of the eigenseetions of AT. Let L~(ZI,El) be the subspace of
L 2(ZI,EI) which is spanned by all eigensections of A;' Let {'l/JP}PEJ be an orthononnal
basis of L~(Z" E,) consisting of eigensections of AT anel clenote by V p , P E J, the corre
sponeling eigenvalues. Let {<Pk} kEN anel 0 < PI'::; /-i2 .::; •.. ~ 00 be as above and let
E I ( 4>k, A) be the generalized eigensection of AT associated with <Pk (cf. (Mül,§4]). Sup
pose that IIn( A) > O. Then by Theoreln 6.5, Fj (4>, A) - fj Fj,0 ( 4>, A) is square integrable.
Therefore on IR+ X Zl, we Inay write Fj( </.>, A) as

(6.9)

Fj ( </>, A, (U I, Z I )) = f j Fj,0(1>, A)(U l, Z1) + L 0'P( 1l1, A) 'l/J11 ( Z1)

pEJ
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Again, the convergence of the series auel integrals has to be understood in the L 2 sense.
As functions of u, both Q'p and ßp satisfy certain differential equations wrnch we describe
now. First note that on Zl, the section (.6 - >t.2)(fjFj,o (4), >t.))(u,.) is square integrable for
each u E IR.+. Let

(6.10)

To proceed further , we need to know the asYlllptotic behaviour of [Jp( u>t.) as U -+ 00. By
definition, we have

(6.11)
(6.->t. 2)(fjFj,o(<jJ, >t.))(Ul, Uj, y)

= ~l(Uj)e-i>,uj4>(Ul,Y) + ~2(Uj)eiAuj(Cj(>t.)<P)(Ul,Y).

where SUPP~j C [1,2], j = 1,2. Since <jJ is square integrable on Zj and satisfies Aj<p = 0,
we can expand <p on IR. + x y C Z j in tenns of the eigensectiolls 4> k of D}. Using that
A] = -a2 jauf + D~ on lR.+ X Y, we obtain the following expansion

(6.12)
00

<jJ(Ul, y) = L Ck e-v'J1k u/ <pk(Y)'
k=l

A silllilar expansion holds for Cj ( A)4>. Moreover, the eigensections 'ljJp have also an expan
sion of this type on lR.+ X Y C Z,:

(6.13) '?j;p(Uj, y) = L dme-VJ!rn-Vp
Uj 1>m(Y)'

Ilm>V p

Using (6.10) - (6.13), we gct the estinlate

(6.14)

which holcls uniformly for A in a C0l11pact subset of C.

Since (.6 - )..2)Fj(<P,)..) = 0, (6.9) ilnplics that thc functions O'p satisfy the following
differential equation:

(6.15)

Let lJl > 0 be the sluallest positive eigenvalue of Af and put
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(6.16)

Let vp > 0 and suppose that lAI< 8. In view of (6.14), the general solution of (6.15) has
the fonn

-~u l1tO'p(U,A) = e p ey'vp ->..2v gp(v,A)dv
2Jvp - A2 0

+ e~ "2 1. 00

e-y'Vp ->..2 v gp(v, A) dv
2JIJp - A u

+ Cpl(A) e-y'Vp ->..2 u + C p2(A)e~ u.

The branch of the square root has been chosen such that Re( y'vp - A2 ) > 0 for A as above.
Since CY p is square integrable as a function of 1L, we get Cp2( A) - O. Hencc, for each vp > 0,
there exists Cp > 0 such that

100p(u, A)I ::; Cpe-.;vpu, U E Ii+, lAI< 8,

anel LpEJ jCp l2 < 00.

Now asslllne that lJp = O. Then for lAI< 8, the general solution of (6.15) is given by

(6.17)

Put

ei>"u l u
.+ i~ e-I>"v gp(v, A) dv

2/\ 0

-i>"u 1.00. e i>"l1
+z~ u e 9p(V,A)dv.

(6.18)

Cp('\) = dp(A) + i, (OO e-i,\v gp(v,'\) dv.
2/\ 10 .

Then (6.17) can be rewritten as

. ei>"u 1.00
.

CYp(u, A) = Cp(A) eZ>"u - i 2A u e-z'\v gp(v,..\) dv

e-i>"u 1.00
+ i~ u ei>"v gp(v, A) dv.

Using (6.14), we get

(6.19) 100p(U,A) - cp(A)ei>"ul ~ Cpe- Bu , u E 1R.+, 1..\1< 8,

for SOllle constant Cp > O. The coefficients ßk(U, A, A) in (6.9) can be detcrmined in a
siInilar way. If we proceed as above anel use the Sobolev elnbeclding theorelll, we get

sup IFj (4),A,(U,Z)) - !jFj,o(rf>,'\,(u,z)) - :E cp (A)1/'p(z)e i '\ul ~ Ce-cu,
(6.20) zEZ, vp=o

u E IR+, lAI< 8,

for certain constants C, C > O. Conlbined with (6.8), this cstinlate iluplies that cp(A) = 0
for vp = 0 and IIn(A) < O. But Cp(A) is a Iner0l110rphic function of ..\ anel therefore, val1ishes
ielentically. Puttil1g together (6.8) and (6.20), we can sumlnarize our results by
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Theoren16.21. Suppose that kerDy = O. Let 80 = 1/2Il1.in{/-l],V1,A]}. Let Xj be tlle
characteristic function ofIR+ X Zj C X and for 4> E kerAj, let Fj,o(eP, A) be the constallt
tenn of Fj (eP, A), defined by (6.7). For eadl eP Ekel' A j , the restrietion of the generalized
eigensectioll Fj( eP, A) to lR.+ X Zl C X, I = 1,2, satisfies

SUp IFj(eP,A,(U,Z)) - XjFj,o(eP,A,(U,z))I::; Ce-cU, u E R+, lAI< 00,
zEZj

for same constants C, c > O.

We can now proceed in essentially the Salne way as in [Mii2,§7] and derive the ba.'5ic
properties satisfied by thc generalized eigensections. Suppose that IAI< 80 anel Im( A) < O.
Then it follows froln the estilnations proveel above that Fj(eP, A) - fj hj ( Cj ( A)eP, - A) is
square integrable. Put u ( A) = Fj (C j ( A)tjJ, - A) - Fj ( 1>, A) allel asslllne that IIn( A) < 0
and lAI < 00. Then U(A) is square integrable anel satisfies (.6. - A2 )U(A) = O. Since
ß is essentially self-adjoint, it follows that u( A) = 0, i.e., Fj (Cj().. )eP, -)..) = Fj (4), )..).
COlllparing the expansion (6.6) for the left and the right hand siele, we get

Theoreln 6.22. Let j = 1,2. The generalized eigensections Fj( 4>, A), tjJ Ekel' A j , satisfy
tbe following functiona1 equations

(6.23)

Givell T 2:: 0, let XT be the characteristic function of [T, 00) x Zj C X, where [T, (0) x Zj
is regareled as SUblnal1ifolel with respect to the decoluposition (1.3). Put

(6.24)

where Fj, 0 ( eP, )..) is elefineel by (6.7). H.,\ E n, then F j
T ( tjJ, A) is square integrable by Theoreln

6.21 and the inner product of the FjT's can be COl1lputed as follows. Let tjJ, 'ljJ Ekel' Aj and

let .,\,)'" E n be such that A =I ±"X'. Integrating by parts, we get

(6.25)

(Fj
T

( eP, )..), Fj
T

( 'ljJ, A') )

= (A 2
- .,\,2)_1 { (ßFjT(tjJ, )..), FjT('ljJ, .,\')) - (FjT(tj>, "\),.6.F;r('ljJ, "\'))}

= A~ A' {e- iT( >.- >") (<,/>, ,p) - eiT(>'-:V) (Cj(A)<,/>, Cj (A'),p) }

+ A~ ,\' {e-iT( >'+>") (<,/>, Cj ( A').,p) - eiT(>.+~) (Cj (A )4>, ,p)}

Put T = 0, asslllne that 0 =I .,\ E IR, 1.,\1 < 0o, and let A' ---t A. Then the left hand siele stays
bounded and therefore, the right hand siele lllUSt stay boundecl as weIl. This fact iluplies
that Cj (1') is unitary for r E lR., 0 < Ir! < 00. For 7' = 0, the flillctional equation gives
Cj(0)2 =Icl. Hence, Cj (1') is regular for r E (-80,00). Now let 0 =11',1" E IR anel suppose
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(6.26)

that Ir'l, Ir' I < 60 anel r' =I=- r". Let l' --4 r" anel apply the functional equation (6.23). Then
(6.25) leads to

(Fl( <P, I'), FT (1/;, r)) = 2T(<p, 1/;) - i(Cj ( -I') (~Ck)) <p, 1/; )

+ ;1' {e-2iTr(1),Cj(r')7jJ) - e2iTr(Cj(1')<j>,7j;)} ,

r' E lR., °< Ir'l < 80 .

Since Cj(1') is regular on (-60,80) - {O}, it follows that Fj( </>, ..\) is also regular on (-80 ,80 ).

Using Cj (0)2 =Id, oue tuay derive a silllilar fOflllula for 7' = 0. SUl11111arizing, we proved

Proposition 6.27. TllC scattering l1latrix Cj (..\), j = 1,2, is unital'Y for ..\ E (-80 ,80 ),

Both Cj(..\) allel Fj(</y,..\), r/> E kerAj, have no poles on (-80 ,80 ),

vVe cau now use the gelleralized eigensections Fj (1>, 7'), 7' E (-80 , 80 ), to describe the
continuous spectrulll of ~ near zero. Let °< 8 :s; 80 anel let cP E ker Aj. By Proposition
6.27, Fj ( cP,..\) is square integrable as function of ..\ E [0,8]. Let f E L2 ([O, 8]) anel put

, 1 16

Wj,ifJ(/) = fiC Fj ( </y, 1') /(1') d1'.
v27r 0

Lemnla 6.28. 1) For a11 f E L 2 ([0, 8]), Wj,,p(f) belangs to L 2 (X, E), and for any f,9 E
L2 ([0, 8]), </>, 'lj; E ker Aj, the inner product of vVj,,p(f) allel lVj,t,b(g) is given by

2) Let L be tbe bounded operator in L2([0, 8]) which is defined by L/(1') = 1'2/(1'). Then
we have

3) For a1l<j> E kerA1 , 'lj; E kerAz anel /,9 E L2([O,8]), we have

(W1 ,4>(/), Wz,t,b(g)) = o.

Proof. Let T ~ 0 anel put

where FT(<!J,..\) is defined by (6.24). Since Fj
T (1),..\) is square integrable, Wj~,p(f) is also

square integrable. Using the inner product formula (6.25) anel the llietuann-Lebesgue
lelllllla, we get
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Applying Lebesgue's theorelll, it follows that 11'j,q,(/) is square integrable. The inner
product fonnula can be derived in the salne way. This proves 1). Since .6.Fj(if>, A) =
A2 Fj( if>, A), we get 2). By Theorelll 6.21, we obtain

which inlplies 3). q.e.d.

Let 111j = diIn(ker A j ). Let 'l/Jjl, ... , 'l/Jjmj be an orthonoflllal basis for ker A j . Then we
define the operator

mj

Wj : ffi L2 ([O,5]) -t L 2(X, E)
,1,;=1

by
Hlj 6

11'j({/k}) = L ~ [ Fj('l/Jjk, 1") /k(1") dr.
k=1 V 21r Jo

By Lemilla 6.28, Wj is an isollletry onto a closecl subspace 'H~ C L 2 (X, E) allel 'H~ IS

orthogonal to 'H~. Moreover, we have

(6.29)

where pi i8 the orthogonal projection of L 2(X, E) onto 'H~. Lemma 6.28 iluplies that 'HJ
i8 an invariant snbspace for .6.. Let .6.~ elenote the restri ction of ß to 1iJ. Let 0' E C 00 (IR )
be such that a(u) = 1 for lul ::; EJ/2 and a(u) = 0 for lul 2:: 5. Using (6.29), it follows that
thc kernel of a(.6.j) exp( -t.6.J) is given by

(6.30)

vVe extenel a(.6.~) exp( -tß~), J = 1,2, to operators in L 2 (X, E), putting them equal to

zero in the orthogonal complmnent of 'HJ.

Lemma 6.31. Let 0 < fJ < 00 alld let a E CQ'(IR) be as above. For J = 1,2 allel t 2: 0,
tl1e operators

are Hilbert-Sdll11idt.

Proof. Let FJ( 'l/Jjk, A) be elefined by (6.24) where T = O. Then we luay write

Fj ('l/Jj k , A, J:) ® Fj ('l/Jj k , A, x') = Fj ( 'l/J j ,I,; , A, x) 0 FJ ('tp j k , A, x')

+ FJ( 'l/Jjk, A, x) 0 Fj,o( 'l/Jj,l,;, A, x') + Fj,o( 'l/Jjk, A, x) CO Fj,o('l/Jjk, A, x')
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which induces a corresponding deCOlUposition of the kernel (6.30), say

Now consider the individual kerneis. Let r..p E L 2(X, E). Then it follows frolu Lelnlna 6.28,
1), that

Hlj 00

11 K.f.. (l)rp 11
2

= L 1 0'(,\2) e-t>,'1 (FJ(..pjk, '\), rp)1
2

d'\,
k=l

Hence, the HHbert-Schmidt nonn 111 J(f] (t) 111 of KJ:l (t) is finite and given by

In the salne way one can show that J(j 2 ( t) has finite Hilbert-Schlni cl t nonn. Hence, it
is sufficient to prove that ]{fg (t ) - O'(.ßj, D) exp( - t.ß j, D) is a RHbert-Schlni clt opera
tor. Since ker D y = 0, the spectruln of .ßj,D, restricted to the orthogonal c0I11plelnent
of L2 (lR.+) 0 ker A j in L2 (lR.+ x Zj, E), is containeel in [80 , 00 ). Hence, the kernel of
O'(.ß j,D) exp( -t.ß j,D) is given by

(6.34)

Since C j ("\) is unitary for ,,\ real, we have

mj TUj

L Cj("\)VJjk 0 Cj("\)VJjk = L VJjk 0VJjk.
k=l k~l

Using (6.7), (6.33) anel (6.34), it follows that the kernel of J(fg(t) - a(~j,D) exp(-t~j,D)
equals

(6.35)

~ (OO a(,,\2)e- t .\2 ei.\(u+v) (Cj("\)V;jk -V;jk) 0V;jk d"\
27f 10

- 2~ 100

0'( A2)e-t.\ 2 e-i.\( u+v} ,pjk <2.1 (Cj(A),pjk - ,pjk) dA

=2~ I: 0'(A2 )e-''\' ei.\(u+v) (Cj('\),pjk - ,pjk) <2.1 ,pjk dA,

To obtain the equality, we lnade use of the relation Cj ("\)* = Cj ( -,,\) which is a consequcllce
of the functional equation (6.23). Integrating by parts, it follows that the right hand siele
can bc estinlateel by CN(U + v)-N for every N E N. This proves our clailll. q.e.cl.

If we llse Theorenl 4.24 together with Lenuna 6.31 and proceecl as in the proof of
Proposition 6.1, we obtain
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Proposition 6.36. Suppose tllat ker Dy = O. Let 0 < 6 < 1/2 Inin{/-ll , Al, VI} alld let
'H~ C L 2 (X, E), j = 1,2, be tbe 6..-invariant subspaces introduced above. Let iS. be tlle

restrietion of 6.. to tlle orthogonal cOlTIplement of'H1 EB 'H~ in L 2 (X, E). Then tlle essential
spectrU111 of Li is contained in [6,00).

This result iluplies that for the case ker D y = 0, the generalized eigensections constructecl
above give a cOlllplete description of the contilluouS spectnllll of ~ near zero. Using the
spectral theoreln together with Proposition 6.36, it follows that for every p E N, thcre
exists Cp > 0 such that

Applying Proposition 2.7and Proposition 2.8, we get

Corollary 6.37. Suppose tllat ker Dy = O. Let I<j(x, x', t), j = 1,2, be defincd by (6.30)
and let ]((x, x', t) be tlle kerne1 oE exp( -t6..). Then there exist C, c > 0 SUell tllat

2

IDxI{(x, x', t) - L DxI(j(x, x', t) I :::; C e-ct
, for all x, X' E X, t 2 1.

j=l

7. The L 2-index formula

Let D : COO(X, E) -+ COO(X, E) be a generalized Dirac operator satisfyillg (2.1) - (2.4).
Asstuue that n = 2k, k E N. Then the Clifford bundle E splits iuto the ±1-eigenspaces
E± of the canonical involution T, and our goal is to clerive a fonnula for the L 2-index of
D+ : COO(X, E+) -+ COO(X, E_). The luethod that we shall elnploy to prove the index
theorelu is based on the local version of the McKeall-Singer fornlula. This fonuula has
been usecl, for exalnple, by Stern [Stl], [St2] to derive a fonnula for the L2-index of the
signatur operator Oll locally synunetric spaces of finite voltllue.

Let h(x, y) be thc kernel of the orthogonal projection of L2 (X, E) onto ker'D where, as
above, 'D denotes the unique self-acljoint extension of D : Cü(X, E) -+ L2 (X, E). Recall
that by Corollary 2.23, ker'D is fillite-diluensional. Let 4>1, ... , <Pm be an orthonormal basis
of ker 'D. Then h is giYen by

m

h(x, y) = L <Pj(x) 0 4>j(y).
j=l

Let J{(x, y, t) be the heat kernel for ~ = D2 which was constructed in §4. Then we have
the following result.
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Lemlna 7.1. We have pointwise convergence of kernels

liln !((x, y, t) = h(x, y).
t-oo

Tlle convergence is uniform in tbe 0 00 topology on cOlnpact subsets of X x X.

Proof. We may follow essentially the proof of LemIna 6.3 in [CG]. For the sake of conlplete
ness we include details. Pick a paraluetrix P for exp( -tb..) which is cOIupactly supported
in space and tinle, that is, P(x, y, t) = 0 if d(x, y) ;::: e > 0 or t ~ t o > O. Set

PI (x, y, t) = (%t + .6..) P(x, y, t).

By Duhalnel's principle we can write

K(x, y, t) = P(x, y, t) - 11

e-(I-s)e. 0 Pt (s) ds.

As y varies in a conlpact subset e of X the functions P1 (z, y, t) (viewed, fo~ each s, as
function of z) vary in a cOlllpact subset of L2 (X, E). Thus, using the spectral theoreln
anel the fact that P(t) is conlpactly supported in tillle, we have pointwise convergence as

t ---+ 00:

(7.2) K(x,y,t) ---+ _ [00], h(x,z)P1(z,y,s)dzds.
Ja x

Since X has unifonnly bounded C k geolnetry for all k E N (see [CG] for the definition), it
follows that the convergence is unifornüy 0 00 as y varies over e and x varies over X. The
right hand siele of (7.2) can be written as

-lilnl°O], h(x,z)(aa +b..z)P(z,y,s)dzds = -liInl°O], h(x,z)a
8

P(z,y,s)dzds
~-a ~ x s ~-o ~ x s

= lim], h(x,z)P(z,y,e)
~-o x

= hex, v)·

q.e.d.

Next recall thc local index theoreln for generalized Dirac operators [Gi]. Note that our
Dirac operators are cOlupatible. Therefore, we can apply Theorenl 5 of [Gi]. Let WD(X) be
the local index density for D+. Then as t ---+ 0, we have

(7.3) tr(T]((x, x, t)) dx = WD(X) + O(t).

The constant occurring in O(t) is unifonnly boundecl on cOlnpact subsets.
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Now consider the cornpact subrnanifolds XT, T ~ 0, of X defined by (1.6). Using
Lemrua 7.1 and (7.3), we obtain

(7.4)

( tr(7h(x,x)) dx = Ihn ( tr(7j((x,x,t)) dx
}XT t-oo}XT

= [, WD + [CX> [, ~ tr(T K(x, x, t)) dx dt.
}AT Ja JJ'\T

If the spectrurn of ß has a gap at 0, then the t-integral is absolutely convergent. Below
we shall prove that this holds in general.

As T -+ 00, the left hand side of (7.4) converges to the L 2 -index of D+. Now consider
the right hand side. It follows froln Proposition 4.20 that in (7.3), we rl1ay replace K by the
pararnetrix Q and we still get the sarne asyruptotic expansion as t -+ 0. In particular, Wo
is detennined by Q. Sinee /i eOlIlffitltes with -82

/ Du; +A;, i = 1,2, and anticoffirllutes
with 7, it follows that wo == 0 on IR+ X Zi, i = 1,2. Hence the lirnit as T -+ 00 of thc
double integral on the right hand side of (7.4) exists arId we have

(7.5) L 2-Ind D+ = { wo + liul {OO ( ~ tr(T j((x, x, t)) dx dt.
Jx T-ooJa JXT U~

To treat the double integral we use the following lenul1a which is the loeal version of the
McI<:ean-Singer fonnula.

Lemma 7.6. Let D : COO(X, E) -+ COO(X, E) be a gelleraJized Dirac operator alld let
7 : E -+ E be a bundle isoillorpilisin wlJicb satisfies 7

2 = Id alld 7 D = - D7. Let
e- tD'2 (x, y) allel De - t D 2 (x, y) be tbc kerne1 of e- tD'2 anel De - t D

2
, respectively. Thell we

11 ave
a tD'2()).&t tr(7e- x, x = chv VD,

w}lere Vo is the vector neid Oll X W}lose j-th cOlnponent with respect to an orthollonnal
llloving fraIlle {ed~ 1 is given by

Proof. We have
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Choose nonnal coordinates at Xo and pick a local {raIne field {Ci} i~l such that ('\7ei ej)(xo)=

oand ei(xO) = aa lx=xo. Then the right hand siele cau be rewritten as
Xi

n

= - L t r(('\7ei(X)ei(X))' TDe-tD~(x,x))
i=l

+ ~ t tr( \7e;(x) (ei( X) . TDx e- tD'( x, y)1 x=y))
i=l

+ ~ t tr( \7e;(y) (ei(Y) . TDx e- tD' (X, Y)Ix=y))
i=l

The first sunl on the right hand siele vanishes at x = Xo, ancl the relnaining two tenns,
evaluated at x = Xo, give

lfl a ~ lfl 8 2- '" -atr(ei(x)T D e- tD (x, y))! __ + - '" -8 tr(ei(Y)T D e-tD (x, V)) I --2 L...J x· xo-x-y 2 L...J Y' xo-x-y
i=1 I i=1 l

1 u a ~
=- '" -a tr(ei(x)T e- tD (x, x)) I _ = div VD(XO)2 L...J x· Xo-X

i=l 1

where VD is the vector field which is given by

VD = ~ ttr(ei(X)TDe-tD'(x,x))ei(X)'
1=1

q.e.d.

The corresponding staternent for apower of the resolvent has been used by Stern in
[Stl], (St2J. We now apply LeInIna 7.6 to (7.5). Let Cn bc the outward unit nannal vcctar
to the snlaoth part OfaXT. Then we get

(7.7)

To C0l11pute the lilnit, we split thc i-integral as folIows:

[(X) [n Joo
10 = 10 +.;T'

Put

(7.8) R(T) = ! Joo [ tr(en.T De-tD~ (x, x)) dx eli.
2 VT JaxT
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The eonvergenee of this integral follows fronl the Illanipulations above. Below we shall see
that the integral is indeecl absolutely eonvergent. Moreover reeall that

and that ,i is the outward ullit nonnal veetor field to Zi, i = 1,2. Hence, the double
integral on the right hand side of (7.7) ean be written as

(7.9)

anel we have to investigate the linüt as T -)- 00 of the individual terIlIS. We begin with the
first two tenns.

As above, let Ai be the self-adjoint extension of the Dirac operator Ai : COC>(Zi, Ei) ----?

COC>(Zi, Ed defined by (2.1). Since dinlX is even, we have

(7.10) ; Ai = Ai; and ,iT = -T,i, i = 1,2.

Let Ei = Ei EB E i- be the deeOIllposi tion into the ± 1-eigenspaees of ;. By (7.10), Ai allel,i take the following fornl with respect to this eleeoIllposition:

(7.11) ,i = ( ~
li

In partieular, on IR+ X Zi we have

±( a ±)D± =," -+A·
t a'lli I

allel At is the Dirac operator assoeiateel with the Clifforcl bundle E~. Let At be thc
self-adjoint extension of At" Sinee At is a cOIllpatible Dirae operator [Gi}, it follows froln
[Mii1,§6] that the eta invariant of At can be defincd by

(7.12) 1 10C> 1 + :l17(O,A;) = c t- 1
/

2 tr(Ate-l(A j ) (z,z)) dzdt.
y'iT a Zj

Proposition 7.13. We have

VT
EIn r r tr(,i;De-tD:l((T,Zi),(T,zd)) dZi dt = 17(O,At), i=1,2.

T-oc> Ja Jz· TI,
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Proof. Let Q(x, y, t) be the panuuetrix defined by (4.7). It follows frorll Proposition 4.20
that

as T ----7 ce. Hence we rllay replace the heat kernel by the pararnetrix Q.
Now consider the integral over Zl,T. Suppose that T > 1. Since the supports of 1Jo and

'if;o are contained in XI, the tenn 1Jo!(o'if;o in (4.7) rnakes no contribution. Hence, using
the definition of Q, we get

Here we usecl that <p~ and 'l/J2 have disjoint support. By (3.5) of [Müll, the second integral
on the right harlcl siele can be estirnateel by T e-cT'l fleet. Next observe that by (7.11), we
have

tr(rA I e-tA~(z,z)) = tr(A{ e- t(At)2(z,z)) - tr(A~ e-t(A~)2(z,z)).

Moreover, using (2.2) and (7.11), we get A~ = _(1';-)-1 At,;-. Thus we obtain

(7.14)

We are now exactly in the situation of Proposition 7.6 of [Mü1] which inlplies that the
right hand siele of (7.14) tencls to 77(0, At) as T ----7 ce. The sarne holds for i = 2. q.e.d.

VVe are left with the third term, R(T), in (7.9). First, we shall derive two further
properties of the scattering ruatrix.

Lemma 7.15. Let j = 1,2. Tbe scattering 11latrix Cj(.A) satisfies
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Proof. Let rP Ekel' Aj and suppose that Im(,,\) > O. Then it follows from TheorelTI 6.5
that TFj ( cP,,X) - Fj ( TeP,"\) and DFj( ifJ,"\) +i'xFj (fjeP,'x) are square integrable eigensections
of ~ with eigenvalue ,,\2 and therefore, both must be zero. Hence, we get

(7.16) TFj(4>,"\) = Fj(T4>,'x) and DFj ( cP,,,\) = -i"\Fj ( fjc/J, "\).

These equations hold for all ,X E n. Comparing the constant tenns of both sides of these
equations, the desired relations follow. q.e.d.

Given ifJ Ekel' A j , put

Lemlua 7.17. Let ifJ E ker Aj and suppose that Cj (O)ifJ = ±ifJ. Thell for every compact
subset U C X, there exists Cu > 0 such that

Proof. First note that by (7.16), we have

(7.18) I j ( cP, 'x, x) = - i ,,\ ( f j Fj (T f j cP, 'x, x ), Fi (4>, 'x, x ) ) .

Let 7jJ E ker Aj and suppose that Cj(O)7jJ = -7jJ. Then the functional equation (6.23)
implies that Fj('Ij;, 0) = O. Furthermore, if 1> satisfies Cj(O)if; = ±if;, then by Lelnma 7.15,
we get Cj(O)(TfjcjJ) = ~Tfjif;. Hence, under the given assumption, it follows that either
Fj(eP, O) = 001' Fj(Tfjif;, 0) = O. Therefore, by (7.18), we get Ij(<f;, 'x,x) = 0(,,\2), unifonnly
on compact subsets. q.e.d.

Let <f; E ker Aj be an eigenvector of Gj(O). Then Lemlna 7.17 implies that .

(7.19)

for some eonstant C(T) > 0 depending on T. By the functional equation (6.23), \ve have
Ci(O? =Id. Thus Gj(O) is a symmetrie operator with eigenvalues equal to +1 01' -1. Let
'lj;jl, ... , 'l/Jjmj be an orthonormal basis for ker A j consisting of eigenvectors of Gi(O), i.e.,
Cj(O)'Ij;jk = ±'Ij;jk. Using Corollary 6.37 and (6.30), it follows that as T ---7 00,

(7.20)

We note that by (7.19), each of the integrals is absolutely convergent.
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Let Fj,o(4), A) be the constant tenn of Fj(4), A), defined by (6.7), and put

Ij,o(1J,A,x) = (,j 'T(DFj,o)(~,A,X),Fj,o(tP,A,X)).

Consider the expansion (6.6). If ~ Ekel' Aj is such that Pj(~, 0) = 0, thell all coefficients
in this exp811sion lnllst vanish, i.e., ak(O) = 0, k E I, and bl(O, A) _ 0, I E N. Now suppose
that Cj(O)1J = ±~. As abovc, it follows frOlll the functional equation (6.23) and Leuuna
7.15 that either Fj( 4>,0) = 0 or Fj (-,j 4> , 0) = O. Hence, if we proceed as in the proof of
(6.8), we lnay deduce that there exist C, c > 0 such that

sup IIj(4),A,(u,z)) - Ij,o(<p,A,(U,Z))]:S C A2 e- cu
, lAI< 80, u E }R+.

zEZj

Therefore, in (7.20), we can replace Ij ( tP, A) by Ij,o( 4>, A) and the resulting expression equals
R(T) up to an exponentially snIall tenn in T as T --t 00. Next observe that by (6.12), each
4> E ker A j satisfies 14>(u, y) I ::; C exp( - v1t1 u), Y E Y, for SOIlIe constant C > O. Using
(6.7), this estilnate ilnplies

Furthennare, by (6.7) and (2.1), we get

(7.21)
hIj,D (,p, A, (T, z)) dz = -iA{(r,p, ,p) - (rCj(A ),p, Cj( A),p)

1

+ e-2i>..T(Trp,Cj(A)r/» - e2i>..T(TCj(A)4>,1J)}.

Applying Lcmlna 7.15 and using the fact that Cj ( A) is unit ary for A E (- 80 , 80 ), we get

i.e., the first two tenns on thc right hand side of (7.21) cancel. The relnainillg tenns on
the right of (7.21) are equal to

Putting these remarks together, we get

R(T) = - 2~t{l' e-V't>.' Tr(rCj(A)) sin(~AT) dA

+16
e-,fT >.' e2i>.T Tr(rCj(A)) -ATr(rCj(-A)) dA} + O(e-cT ).
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The first integral can be treated as follows:

Applying Fourier's integral fornlula, we get

Now observe that

(7.22) ker Aj = ker At EB ker A j , j = 1, 2,

is the clecolIlposition of ker A j into the ±l-eigenspaces of 7 : ker A j -)- ker A j . By Lenuua
7.15, Cj(A) preserves the decolnposition (7.22). Let ct(A) be the restriction of Cj(A) to

ker A j. Then we get

Tr(7Cj(0)) = Tr(ej(O)) - Tr(C;(O)).

By Lelnlna 7.15, we know that ,jCj(O) = -Cj(O)'j. Since ,jT = -7,j, we obtain

(7.23)

Hence, as final result we get

Ihn R(T) = -~Tr(Ct(O)) - ~Tr(Ci(O)).
T-oo 2 2

We note that Cj(O) : ker At -)- ker At, lAI< 80 , lnay be regarded as scattering luatrix

associated with the continuous spectrum of D_D+ near zero. Incleed, let 4> Ekel' At. Then
Fj( 4>, A) belongs to COO(X, E+) and henee, it is a generalizcd eigenfunction for D_D+. The
scattering operator Cj(A) is detennined by the constaut tenn of Fj( 4>, A).

Sumnlarizing our results, we have proved Theoreln O.I.
Accorcling to Theoreln 0.1 of [Müll, the eta invariant 77(0, At) can also be describecl

in tenns of the restriction of A j to the COIllpact sublnanifolel lvIj C Z j. 0 n IR+ X Y C Z j,

A j has the fonn

At = u,(~ +B')
J ) Bv' )

)

where Vj is the outwarcl normal coordinate, Uj : Ej IY -)- Ej IY is a bundle isoluorphisln

anel B j : COO(Y, EtIY) -)- COO(Y, EtIY) is a gellcralizcd Dirac operator on Y. By (2.3), Uj
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anel Bj can be expressed in tenns of 11, 12 anel Dy as follows: 0"1 = (/2/1)+, 0"2 = (/1/2)+,
B 1 = (DY/2)+ anel B 2 = (Dy/1)+, whcre "+" denotes the restriction of the corresponding
operator to the +l-eigenspace of T. Let Pj be the negative spectral projection with respect
to Bj. Using Pj, we iInpose spectral boundary conditions on aMj. More precisely, put

anel let
(Aj)pj : H1(Mj,Et;Pj) -4 L 2(Mj,Ej)

be defined by (Aj)pj cP = Ajcp. Since ker Bj = 0, it follows that (Aj)pj is self-adjoint.

Moreover, (Aj)pj has pure point spectnull anel the eta invariant of (Aj)Pj' which we

denote by 17(Aj; Pj), can be definecl in the salne way as in thc closed ease. Since At is a
cOlllpatible operator of Dirac type, it follows frolll Corollary 1.29 of [Miil] that

(7.24)

Then by Theorenl 0.1 of [rvliil], we have

The tenn Tr(ct(O») has also an alternative clescription analogaus to [APS]. As obscrved

above, the scattering Inatrix satisfies Cj(0)2 =Id. Let E; be the ±l-eigenspaces of Cj(O).
Then

kerAj = Et EB Ej.

Let 1J E Et and put cp = !Fj (4), 0). Then we have

Let Xj be the characteristic function of IR+ x Zj C X. It follows froln Theorenl 6.21 that

cp = >u4> + 1/;,

where 1/; E L2 (X, E). In anology with [APS, p.58], we call cp an extendecl L 2-so1ution of D
with lüniting value cP E ker Aj. Let L j C ker Aj be the subspace consisting of all linliting
values of exteneled L2-solutions of D.

Lemma 7.25. We ]lave Lj = Et, j = 1,2.

Proof. Above we have seen that Et C Lj. Ta prove the reverse indusion, let <P E Lj anel
suppose that cp E COO(X, E) is an exteneled L2~solution of D with lüniting value <p. Write
<P = cP+ + cP- where Cj(O)cP± = cP±· Put ~ = !Fj(IjcP-, 0). Then ~ satisfics D~ = 0 anel
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~ - Xj fjrP- E L 2 (X, E). Let Xj,T = X - ((T, 00) X Zj). Applying Green's fonnula, we
get

0= L;'T (D'f'(xM(x}) dx = h; (1'j'f'(T,z},~(Z,z}) dz + L;'T ('f'(x},D~(x}) dx

=1) fjtP- 11 +o(e-cT
).

Hence cP- = O. q.e.cl.

The space Lj deconlposes according to the decoluposition (7.22). Let Lj C ker Aj
be the subspace of alliinliting values of extendecl L 2-so1utions of D±. Then we have

L.j=L:jffiL:j j=1,2.

Lemma 7.26. Let hf = dirn Lf, j = 1,2. Then we llave

Tr (Cj (0)) = hj - hj , j = 1, 2.

Proof. Using Lenlma 7.25, we get Lf = Lj nker At = Ej nker At, j = 1,2. Since C;(O)
is the restriction of Cj(O) to ker Af, it follows that ht = dinl ker(C;(O) - Icl). Moreover,

(7.23) inlplies that dinl ker(Cj(O) - Icl) = ditn ker(Ct(O) + Icl). Putting everything
together, we obtain

Tr(Gj(O)) = dinl ker(oj(O) - Id) - dirn ker(C;(O) + Id) = hj - hj, j = 1,2.

q.e.d.

Finally observe that by Proposition 3.11 of [APS], we have ker At = ker(Aj)Pi 1

j = 1,2. vVe cau now rewrite the index fonnula (0.10) in the following way:

(7.27)

Theorelu 0.2 follows directly fronl (7.27). There is an obviotls extension of this result to
the case of several corners of codimension two.
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8. A splitting formula for eta invariants

In this section we apply our index fonnula to derive a splitting fonuula for eta invariants.

FIG.4. Cutting X in two pieces Xl and X 2 .

Let X be a 2k-diluensional cOlnpact oriented RieluamüaUluanifold with Coo bounclary
NI. Let Z '---+ X be a conlpact oriented hypersurface with Coo boullclary Y such that Z
intersects the boundary of X transversally in Y anel devieles X in two subluanifolds Xl
and X z (see Fig.4). We assume that the lnetric on X is a product in a neighborhood
(-c, 0] x M of the bounelary and in a tubular neighborhood (-c, c) x Z of Z. Let E be a
Clifford bundle over X and assulue that the luetric and the connection of E are products
near M allel Z. Let D : COO(X, E) --t COCJ(X, E) be the associated Dirac operator and
clenote by Di : COCJ(Xi, Ei) --t COCJ(Xi,Ed the restriction of D to Xi, i = 1,2. Then D1

and D 2 are Dirac operators which satisfy (2.1)-(2.4). Let D+ allel D;, i = 1,2, be the
restriction of D anel Di, respectively, to E+ alld Ei, respectively. Near the bounclary anel
near the hypersurface we have

(8.1)

(8.2)

+ _ (fJ )D - {I 8Ul + A , on (-c,O]xM,

on (-c, c) x Z,

where A and D z are the induceel Dirac operators on M and Z, respectively, 11 clenotes
Clifforel lnultiplication by the inward unit Honnal vector fielel to M anel 12 elenotes Clifforel
luultiplication by the l1nit nonual vector fielel to Z which points into Xl. Furthennore, on
(-c,O] x (-c, c) x Y, D takes the fonn

(8.3)
8 8

D = 11-
8

+ 12-
8

+ Dy,
Ul Uz
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where D y : COO(Y, EIY") -j. COO(Y, EIY) is a Dirae operator on Y anel the COlunlutation
relations (2.4) hold. We assulne that ker D y = 0. Froln (8.3) follows that

Dz = <TI (ß~I + BI) on (-t,O] X Y,

anel

A = <T2 (ß~2 + B2) on (-6,6) X Y,

where BI and Bz are the restrietions to E+ IY of -,zDy and -,1 Dy, respectively. In
partieular, the asstunption ker Dy = °ilnplies that ker B j = 0, i = 1,2. Let P+ (resp.
P -) be the posi tive (resp. negative) spcetral projeetion for B z, anel let P be the negative
speetral projeetion for BI. Finally, let Ai be the restrietion of A to Mi, i = 1,2. lf wc
apply our index fornnI1a of Theorem 0.2 to Dt, then we get

(8.4)
~ {IJ(A., P-) + dimker(A.)p- }

- ! {17(Dz ,P) + dilnker(Dz)p },
2

(8.5)

(8.6)

1 .
"2 {17(Az,p+) + dun ker(Az)p+ }

1 .
+ 2"{17(Dz ,P) + duuker(Dz)p},

where Wi is the Atiyall-Singer inelex density of Dt, anel (Al )p-, (Az)p+ anel (Dz)p are
the self-adjoint extensions of Al, Az anel D z, respeetively, defined by the eorresponding
speetral projeetions. On the other hand, the index theorelu of Atiyah, Patodi and Singer
[APS] applied to X gives

IndD+ = r W - ! {17(A) + cliluker A},Jx 2

where W is the Atiyah-Singer index clensity of D+ and lnd D+ is the index of the APS
boundary value problclu. The index fonnulac suggest to introcluee the ~-invariant

eCA) = 17(A) + diluker A.
2

SiInilarly, we denote by ~(Al,p-) anel ~(Az, p+) the ~-invariants for AI anel Az with
respeet to APS bounclary eonditions defined by P- anel P+, respeetively. Since w, Wl anel
Wz are locally COlllputablc, we have

f W = f WI + f Wz.

lx lXI lx'J
Hence, if we C0111pare (8.4), (8.5) ancl (8.6), we obtain
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Theorem 8.7. Let t}le assulnptiolls be as above. Tbell tbe following splitting fOTlllula
}lolds for tbe E-invariants

Note that the sarne result holels if X has additional Coo boundary components which are
disjoint frolll the hypersurface Z.

We shall now employ this result to derive a ruod Z splitting fOflnula for the E-invariant.
Such fornullae were recently proved by various authors [Bu], [DF), [MM), [Wo].

Let M be a closed oriented (2k - l)-diruensional spin ruanifold. This means that M
is equipped with a Riernannian rnetric anel a spin structure is fixeel. Let Y ~ M be a
closed oriented hypersurface which devieles M in two pieces MI anel M 2 , that is, lI/lI anel
Mz are subruanifolels of M with bounclary Y anel M is obtaineel by gluing MI anel M2

along the COIllffion bounclary Y. We assurue that the metric of M is a procluct in a tubular
neighborhoocl (-c, c) x Y of the hypersurface Y. Let DM be the Dirac operator on M.
On (-c,e) x Y we have

DM = -r(:" + D y ),

where 1 is Clifforcl multiplication by the unit norrnal vector field to Y which points into
lvI2 •

vVe shall now construct two 2k-eliruensionalrnanifolds Xl and X 2 with a corner at Y.
Let Mi,~ = lvIi - (( -c, 0] x Y), i = 1,2, and let

Xe = ([-e, 0] x MI ,e) U ([-c, 0]2 X y) U ([-c, 0] X M2,~),

where the three rnanifolels are glued together along pieces of their boundaries in the fol
lowing ruanner: We identify [-e, 0] x aMI,~ with {-e} x [-e, 0] x Y and [-e, 0] x aM2,~

with [-c, 0] x {-e} x Y. Then X~ is a rnanifold with two boundary components which are
piecewise Slllooth. One coruponent equals M' = MI U M 2 and the other component equals
NI~ = M1,e Uy M2,~. Both boundary cornponents are horueoruorphic to M. The proeluct
rnetrics on [-e,O] x MI anel [-c, 0] X Mz coincide on the corllrllon subruanifold [-c, 0]2 X Y
anel therefore, extend to a rnetric on X~ in the obvious way. We srIlooth X~ at the corner
of M~. The rnanifold X~, obtained in this way, is isornetrie to X~ in a neighborhoocl of
A1'. The other bounelary cornponent M; of X~ is cliffeornorphic to M. Next we glue the
cylincler [0, 1] x M to X; by iclentifying {1} x M and M; by a diffeorllorphisrll. Let X I

be the ruanifold obtainecl in this way. Finally, we patch together the product rnetric on
the eylinder and the given ruetric on X; to get a sruooth ruetric on Xl. Then aXl is the
disjoint union of M and M'. Moreover, in a neighborhood of M, the 111etric of Xl is a
proeluct and in a neighborhood of M', the ruetric has the structure described in §1 (see
Fig.5 below).
Then Xl is also a spin rnanifold and we ean pick the spin structure such that it extencls
the given spin structures on the bouudaries.

Now let N = M 2 U(-M2 ). Then N is a spin manifolel and, using the sarne construction
as above, we get a spin rnanifolcl X 2 with boundary lVUN' where N is the srllooth bounelary
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COlnponent and N' is hOlueolllorphic to N with a corner at Y. We glue Xl and X z at the
corner along their boundary COluponellts M 2 C M' and - M2 C N'. In this way we get
a spin lnanifold X with three smooth boundary COl1lpOnents M, -M alld -N. Applying
Theorern 8.7, we obtain

Theorem 8.8. Let M be a c10sed odd-dimensional spin mallifolel. Let Y ~ M be a
c10sed oriented hypersurface wbic11 devides M into two SUbll1aJlifolds M l and M 2 . We
assull1e that tlle llletric is a product near Y and tllat ker Dy = O. Let p+ (resp. P-) be
tlle p osi tive (resp. negative) spectral projection of D y. Furtll ermore, let DM, DM1 and
D M '2 he the Dirac operators on M, M] alld M z, respectively. Tllen we have

wllere D+x , D+x anel Dt are tllC Dirac operators on lla1f-spinors oE X, Xl and X z,
1 ..., '2 •

respectively, (D M 2 )p- denotes tbe self-adjoint extension of D A12 with respect to P- and

lud is dcfi.ncd by (0.11).

A silllilar result holds for twisted Dirac operators. In particular, we recover in this way
the nlod Z splitting fonl1ulae of [Bu], [DF], [MM], [Wo] in the case the Dirac operator Dy
is invertible.

FIG.5. The manifold ..\1 with corner Y.
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9. An Example

In this section we consieler the case where X is the proeluct of two rnanifolels with cylinelrical
enels, anel the Clifford bundle is the exterior tensor proeluct of Clifford bunelles over the
factors. Then we COl1lpare our index formula with the result obtaineel by using the proeluct
structure.

Let XI anel X 2 be two orienteel RiemanniaJl maJlifolds with cylinelrical ends of eliruen
sion 2kl aJlel 2k2 , respectively, aJlel let X = Xl X X 2 • The rllaJlifold Xi has a elecolnpo
sition as Xi = Ni UYi (IR+ X Yi) where Ni is a corupact ruanifold with bounelary Yi, Let
Ei -t Xi, i = 1,2, be a Clifford bundle over Xi aJlel assUlne that on lR.+ x Yi, the COllnec
tion anel the HermitiaJl rnetric of Ei are products. Let D"f: COO(Xi , E;) -t COO(Xi, E{")
be the corresponding chiral Dirac operators. Our assuruption irnplies that on IR.+ x Yi, Dt
takes the form

(9.1) D7- ="Yi (~+Bi)
I 8Ui

where "Yi denotes Clifforel ruultiplication by the outwarel unit nonna! vector field anel
Bi: COO(Yi, EtIYi) -t COO(Yi, EtIYi) is a Dirac operator on Yi, Let E = EI ® E2 be
the tensor product of EI and E 2 over X = Xl X X 2 , that is, the fibres are given by
E(x,y) = (EI)x ® (E2 )y. Now recall that the Clifford algebras satisfy

This iruplies that E is a Clifford bundle over X. Let Ti be the canonical involution of Ei.

Then T = Tl ® 72 is the corresponeling involution of E aJlel therefore, the ±1 eigenspaces
E± of T are given by

(9.2)
E+ = (Ei ® Ei) ffi (E~ &; Ez)
E- = (E;- ® Ei) ffi (Ei ® E2').

Let D: COO(X, E) -t COO(X, E) be thc Dirac operator of E anel let D± be the restrietion
of D to COO(X, E±). Then with respect to the decornposition (9.2), we have

(

Dt ®Id
D+ =

Id®Dt

(9.3)

D- = ( D'i' ® Id

-Id ® Di
Leluma 9.4. Tlle following equality llo1ds

-Iel®D2 )

D~ ®Id

Id ® D:;) .
Dt 0Id

I

I~
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Proof. Fronl (9.3) follows that

(

D I Dt ® Id +0 Id es? D:;Di
D-D+ =

(9.5)

(

DtD~ ® Id + Id C9 D:;Di
D+D- =

o

(9.6)

Let 6.± and 6.t denote the closures in L 2 of D~D± anel D;Df, respeetively. By Corollary
2.23 anel Theoreul 4.1 of [MÜ1], the kerneis of these operators are all fini te-dilnensional,
and (9.5) inlplies

ker 6.+ = (ker 6.i ® ker 6.i) EB (kel' 6.~ ® ker 6.:;)

kel' 6. - = (kel' 6.1 ® ker 6.t) EB (ker 6.-;- ® ker 6.:;).

Henee, we get

L Z-lud D+ = dinl ker 6.+ - dirn kel' 6. -

= (diln ker 6.t - diln ker 6. ~) . (dilll kcr 6.t - dinl ker 6.:;)

= (LZ-Ind Di)· (L2-Ind Dt)·

q.e.d.

Suppose that ker Bi = O. Then by Corollary 3.14 of {APS], the LZ-iudex of D; is given
by the inelex of the APS boundary problem, that is, it equals (0.3). Using LemIna 9.4, we
get

L 2 -Ind D+ = r WD
1

' ( WD
2

- ~17(B2) ( WD
1lXI lX2 2 lXI

-!1}(BI ) ( WD 2 + !1}(BI)11(Bz).
2 lX2 4

We shall now eOlllpare (9.6) with the l'esult obtaineel by applying our index fonnla (0.10).
Firstly, it follows {rOln (9.5) that

tr e- t.o. +(x, x) - tl' e- t.o. - (x, x)

= (tr e- t.o. t (x, x) - tl' e- tLl ~ (x, x)) (tl' e- tLl t (x, x) - tl' e- tLl;- (x, x) ) .

By Theorelll 5 of [Gi], this equality iUlplies that the Ioeal index elensities are l'elated by
WD = WD 1 /\ WD 2 and thel'efol'e, we obtain
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It relllains to COlllpute the eta invariants. If we use the tenninology of §1, thell the
hypersurfaces Zi are given by Zl = Y1 X X 2 and Z2 = XI X Y2 • We lnay use 1'i to identify
Eilt':. with Eilt':. which we call Si. Using (9.3) it follows that on IR+ X Zi, D+ can be

& l

written as

where

(9.7) i,j=1,2, i f j,

and Pi denotes Clifford 11lultiplication by the inward lluit monnal vector field. Let Ai be
the unique self-adjoint extension of Ai in L 2

• The eta-invariant 1](Ai) of Ai is defineel as
in (0.9). To cOlnpute 1](Ai), we introduce the following function elefined in tenns of the
spectruln Spec(Bi) of Bi. Let

(9.8) (Ji(t) = L Sig;l A erfc(IAlvt), t > 0, i = 1,2,
.\ESpec( Bi)

where erfc(x) is the COlllplelnentary error function defined by

2 (CO ~

erfc(x) = ..Ji Jx e-
u

du.

The series (9.8) is absolutely convergent anel as t ----7 00, we have

(9.9)

(9.11)

for SOUle constants C, c > O. The small tiule behaviour of (}i(t) is describeel by

Lelnnla 9.10. As t ----7 0, we have

Proof. Differentiating (9.8), we get

aBi 1 tB 2

Di(t) = - v47rt Tr(Bie- i).

Since Yi is odd-dilnensional, it follows froln Theoreln 2.4 of [BF] that

as t ----7 0. Hence, we get

as t ----7 O. The constant tenn of this expansion cau be computed in the same way as in
[APS], p.53, which gives ai = -1/217(Bi). q.e.d.
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(9.13)

}

\

Lemlna 9.12. The eta invariants oE Al alld A2 are given by

and

7J(A2) = 7J(B2)L, WD, - ~7J(Bl )7/(B2) - 2[" B1(t) a;; (t) dt.

Proof. First, observe that by (9.9) and Lenl11la 9.10, the infinite integrals are absolutely
convergent. We consider Al. Frolll (9.7) follows that

tr(Ale-lA~((y,x),(y,x)))

= tr(Ble-tB~(y,y)) {tr(e-tL~t(x,x)) - tr(e-tL~;; (x, x)) },

for y E Y1 and x E X 2 • Integration over Yl gives Tr(B 1e-tB~) on thc rigt hand siele. It
reluains to investigate the integral over X 2 . .

Let Q: be a paranletrix for e-t~~ defined as by (3.3) in (Mül]. Using (9.1), it follows
that tr Qt(x,x,t) = tr Q2"(x,x,t) for xE [2,00) X Y2 • Together with (3.5) in [Mü1], this

ilnplies that tr (e-t~ t (x, x)) - tr (e - t.6;; (x, x)) is absolutely integrable on X2, and wi th
respect to t, we can differentiate nnder the integral sign. Using Lerllll1a 7.6 together with
these observations, it is easy to prove that

(9.14)

As observecl above, the L 2-index of Dt can be COluputed by the index fonl1ula (0.3).
Hence, the right hand side of (9.14) equals

( WD, - ~7J(B2) +B2(t),
Jx').

ancl by (9.13) and (9.11), we obtain

11(A 1 ) = ~ {CO t- 1
!2 j { tr (Ale-tA: ((y, x), (y, x)) ) dy dx dt

v'TrJo y1Jx').

= ([, WD, - ~7J(B2)) 71(B1 ) + Jrr [" C
1

/
2
Tr (B1e-tB:) B2(t)dt

1 1 lco ae=11(B1 ) WD'). - -11(B1 )ry(B2 ) - 2 -al (t)e2 (t)dt.
x'). 2 0 t
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The computation of 1}(A2 ) is sirnilar. q.e.d.

If we apply our index fonnula together with Lenlnla 9.12, we obtain

By Lenuna 9.10, the last integral equals -t1}(B1 )1}(B2 ) and, after replacing the integral
by this tenn, our index fonnula coincides with (9.6), as it should.

Relnark. We observe that by our assulnption ker Bi = 0, the continuous spectrtllU of ~±
has a positive lower bound. Therefore, if we 1l10dify the 11lanifold X and the Clifforcl bundle
E on a cOlnpact set, the boundary contribution in the index forn1l1la for the corresponcling
Dirac operator will be the salue. This follows froln a relative index fonnula as proved in
[GLJ.

The boundary contribution in the index forn1l1la (9.6) has a natural decomposition
where each tenn is associated with a particular stratum of the bounelary at infinity. As the
fonnula suggests, one lllay regard ''} (Bi) Iv. W D·, i f: j, aß being associated with Yi x X j ,

~') )

and 1/41}(BI )1](B2 ) as being attached to the corner Y I X Y2 • We elon't know if such
a natural decoluposition exists in general. If it exists, it IUUst be related to a natural
splitting of the eta invariants 1}(Aj) anel1](At) occurring in (0.10).

One possible approach to obtain such a splitting is to use the decolnposition of the
spectrulll of At into the point spectruln and the cOlltilluOUS spectrum. Let Z be an odel
cliluensional RieInanllian Inanifold with cylindrical ends. Let A : COO(Z, F) -t COO(Z, F)
be a Dirac operator on Z anel let A be the unique self~aeljoi~1t extension of A in L 2

•

By Theorern 4.1 of [Müll, the point spectruru of A consists of real eigenvalues of finite
nlultiplicity anel the ntilllber of eigellvalues, counted with nlultiplicity, in (-'l, f-l), Il > 0,
is boundecl by C(1 + f-l2 Tl). Therefore, the series

(9.15)

where .\ runs over the nonzero eigenvalues of A, is absolutely convergent in thc half-plane
R.e(s) > 2n. \\7e don' t know if, for general A, this series achnits a luerolllorphic continuat ion
to C. Now consider the special case where, for exaluple, Z = Y1 X X 2 and A = Al as
defined by (9.7). Let AI,d be the restrietion of Al to the subspace of L 2 (Yl X X 2 , SI 0 E 2 )

which is spanned by all L 2 eigensections of Al. Furthennore, let ~~d be the restrietion of

~~ to the subspace of L 2 (X2 , Et) which corresponds to the point s~)ectnuu of ~~. Then
it follows from (9.7) that

tr(Ale-tA~'d((Y,X),(y,X)))

= tr(Ble-tB:(y,y)) {tr(e-u~td(X,X)) - tr(e-til;,d(X, x)) },
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for y E Y1 anel x E X 2 . The right hanel siele is absolutely integrable anel we have

This inIplies that 71d( Al, s) has a IneronI0rphic continuation which is regular at s = 0 anel
the value at zero, which we denote by 77d(A 1 ), is given by

(9.16)

Set
77c(A, s) = 7](A, s) - 11d(A, s), Re( s) > 2n.

This is the contribution of the continuous spectnnn to the eta function of A. Again we don't
know if, in general, 77c(A, s) has an analytic continuation to C. For A = Al, however, it
follows froln thc above results that 11c(A1 , s) has an analytic continuation which is regular
at s = O. Let 77c(A1 ) = 7]c(A1 , 0) be thc corrcsponcling eta invariant. It follows frolll
Lenuna 9.12 anel (9.16) that

A siluilar fonnula holds for A2 anel we have

Thus the decoInposition of the spectrulll of Ai leads to the splitting

of the eta invariants which in turn incIuces a natural decollIposition of the boundary tenn
in (9.6). It has to be seen if this approach can be generalized.
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